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Abstract 

Abstract 

The dynamics of a supply chain for a plant within the Dow Chemical Company is examined. 
The concepts of the customer order decoupling point (COOP) and customer driven activities 
are applied. The supply chain is redesigned on the topics of production planning, COOP and 
safety stocks. The redesign is economically justified and an overall supply chain management 
framework is constructed. 
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Management Summary 

Management Summary 

Original Problem Statement 

This project was executed for The Dow Chemical Company and more specifically for the 
Temeuzen plant of the X business. Business X is a major producer of chemical x. There are 
two prominent markets that are supplied with this product. In the paper market it is used as a 
coating whereas in the carpet market it is used as a backing. The original problem statement 
supplied by the business is: 

"The currently pursued inventory- and production strategies do not provide the customer 
with a 99% service level, now or in future" 

After thorough analysis the following task description was formulated. 

'Re-design the supply chain so the Performance Indicators 'time' and 'quantity' can be 
controlled in order to reach a steady service level of 99%' 

More specific, the following project questions needed to be answered: 
1. What production planning method should be used in order to maintain the service levels? 
2. Where should inventory be stored in the supply chain? 
3. How should inventory be stored (type of facility)? 
4. What should the safety stocks be in order to maintain a 99% service level? 
5. How should the current supply chain be changed in order to control the service levels? 
6. What economical benefits can be acquired by introducing the service-level based supply 

chain? 

Project Scope 

Originally the emphasis of this project was directed towards the total European supply chain 
of Business X. However due to the complex nature of supply chain management along with 
time constraints the emphasis was focussed on the supply chain for one single plant. As the 
plant located in Temeuzen, with a production capacity of 76,000 DMT, best represents the 
total dynamics of supply chain management, it was chosen. 
The supply chain involves all processes from the production of the main raw material up to 
the supply of the products to the customers. This is depicted in the flowchart below. 

Raw material 

V. Business X ►◄ Customer 

Production __. V __. I Blending __. I Loading 

Fig. 1, Project Scope 

Problems 

The rule A Specified Fraction (P2) of the Demand Satisfied Directly from Shelf (Silver & 
Peterson) was used for the calculation of the safety stocks. The result of this analysis was that 
for five base grades the required storage capacity exceeds the available capacity. 
Subsequently the process of calculating the required safety stocks was reversed. Based upon 
the present available inventories it was calculated what the service levels are. 
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Management Summary 

The results were that over the different base grades the service level varies between 85 and 
100%. 
Communicating the findings above to management, revealed some disbelief. With service 
levels lower than 90% Business X would not be able to maintain a customers. It was advised 
to consider the impact of the customer driven processes on the service levels, as is visualised 
in figure 2. 

Variation Replenishment 
COOP 

lead time ► Variation V ► Customer Variation Customer 
► Driven Demand 

----1►• ? Service Level • 

Fig. 2, Impact Customer Driven Activities on Service Level 

A sample executed within the OFC marking every on time delivery helped define the actual 
service levels. 
♦ Supply Chain Service Level (SCSL): Percentage of orders on time delivered (95% ). 
♦ Standard Service Level (SSL): Percentage of orders on time delivered without customer 

driven actions (86% ). 
♦ Rush Order Service Level (ROSL): Percentage of rush orders on time delivered (85%). 

Solutions 

1. What production planning method should be used in order to maintain the service Levels? 

Based upon the analysis of seasonality, indirect demand and the variation of demand it was 
found that part of the demand is relatively stable. Detailed analysis showed that 67% of the 
demand has a variation coefficient lower than 0.3. This stable component was the basis of the 
new design. This stable component will be replenished according to a predetermined and 
fixed schedule. The quantity produced per cycle is equal to the demand in the previous cycle. 
The goal of the fixed replenishment cycle is to maintain safety stocks for the relatively stable 
and high-volume base grades without the need for production rush orders. The base grades 
produced in such manner will be referred to as Fixed Cycle Grades (FC-grades). The origin of 
the supply chain will have a predetermined and reliable output to which the rest of the supply 
chain (the customer driven factors) can be fine-tuned. The non-stable part of the demand will 
obey an (s, Q) system. This part of the demand will contain the relatively low-volume base 
grades and therefore the lot size Q is minimised (app.80 DMn.These base grades will be 
referred to as Call Off Grades (CO-grades). Two questions need to be answered related to the 
FC-strategy: 
l. Which base grade will obey a FC-strategy? 
2. What is its replenishment cycle? 

Both questions were answered by establishing decision-criteria. For the current situation in 
Temeuzen this leads to the results as presented in table 1. 

FC-grade Once a week Once e/o week Once a month 
annual volume in DMT annual volume in DMT 

PC 8,420 
PB 6,716 
PA 14,889 
PE 9,620 
PD 9,077 
PI 2,815 
Table 1, Replenishment Cycles Terneuzen 
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Management Summary 

1. Where should inventory be stored in the supply chain? 

Currently the only option of storing products is in the available storage tanks. This is 
visualised in figure 3. 

Business X Temeuzen 

CODP 

; Plant or ; 

►r◄ t~::;1--►:+- Customer 

Blending Loading -Trans-pon v~v 
Fig. 3, Current Situation 

Two alternatives for storage of products were explored. 

♦ At Dow or at Customer (VMI)? 
The advantages and disadvantages of introducing VMI within Dow are explained. The 
conclusion however is that although the benefits of introducing VMI are considerable, 
especially from a economic point of view, this opportunity is ignored in further research. 
Because the need for inventory will remain within the internal supply chain of Dow 
(removing a total base grade by means of VMI is not realistic), the only alternative for storage 
tanks remains containers. 

2. How should inventory be stored (type of facility)? 

♦ Tanks versus Containers? 
The alternative of storing products in containers is analysed. Again the advantages and 
disadvantages of container storage over tank storage are explained. An economical trade off 
was calculated between the costs and/or investments involved for one tank, and the costs 
and/or investments involved per container. The goal of this calculation was to determine how 
many containers can be operated instead of building one tank. The result was that an average 
of eight containers can be operated during the economical life time of one tank. 

3. What should the safety stocks be in order to maintain a 99% service level? 

The original model used for the safety stocks calculation is corrected. First two opportunities 
for reducing the need of safety stocks are explained. Two types of indirect demand exist 
within the current supply chain (ICSO l and ICSO2) 

By centralising the planning for ICSO I, the impact of variation of demand can be taken out of 
the safety stock calculation for Terneuzen. By standardising a four week notice on an ICSO2 
order, the impact on the safety stocks can also be ignored. 

Subsequently for each of the two identified production strategies (PC-grades and CO-grades) 
the model as it was used to determine the original safety stocks is updated. 

Benefits 

Three NPV calculations were executed. One is done when expanding the current inventory 
facilities only by adding extra tanks. A second calculation is done when expanding is done by 
adding containers. A final calculation is made including all other changes. All calculation 
covered a time period of 15 years, equal to the economic life time of a tank. Next for each 
calculation two NPV's were calculated. One based upon the required investments for the 
upcoming year and one based upon the required investments for the next three years. The 
table underneath summarises the results. 
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Management Summary 

NPV Calculation 
Tanks only 
Containers only 
Total Su I Chain Chan es 

Table 2, NPV Calculations 

One ear MM$ Three ears MM$ 
- 1.5 -3 .2 
-0.8 -1.9 
+0.2 -I.I 

The NPV for the Total Supply Chain Changes includes the following benefits. 
• One time inventory reduction of 0.9 MM$ 
• Annual production savings of 38,000.- $ 

The total savings therefor are 2.1 MM$ (3.2 - 1.1). 

Detailed explanation of the analyses done and the redesigns can be found in the report. 
Additional information related to the required organisational changes in order to successfully 
introduce the recommended changes can also be found in the report. 
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1. introduction 

1. Introduction 

I. State the Problem - - . . - - - ........ . 
In this chapter a first introduction is given on the 
emergence of this project by briefly describing The Dow 
Chemical Company and their original problem statement. 
Furthermore relevant background information for this 
project is provided, the chosen project strategy is justified 
and finally the structure of this report is explained. 

1. 1 Introduction The Dow Chemical Company 

In 1897 Herbert H. Dow founded The Dow Chemical Company in Midland, Michigan (USA). 
He began in the early 1890' s, by liberating bromine through electrochemistry from the vast 
quantity of brine underneath Midland. It was Dow's success in producing bleach on a 
commercial scale that allowed him to incorporate The Dow Chemical Company on May 18, 
1897. 

Nowadays, The Dow Chemical Company is renowned as a global science and technology 
based company that develops and manufactures a portfolio of chemical, plastic and 
agricultural products and provides services for customers in 168 countries around the world. 
Dow conducts its operations through 14 global business units and supplies more than 3,500 
products world-wide. With an annual turnover of $ 18 billion, 39 thousand employees and 
121 production sites in 32 countries, Dow is the fifth largest chemical company in the world 
(currently Dow is the second largest chemical company by recent acquisition of Union 
Carbide). 

Since 1952, Dow Europe has played a meaningful role in Europe's Chemical Industry. Dow 
Europe manufactures 90% of Dow products that are sold on the European market. From a 
single sales establishment in Zurich, the company has developed into a European network of 
project centres, production sites, sales and service offices. 

This project is executed for the X Business. The X business within The Dow Chemical 
Company provides products such as paper coatings, carpet backing, textiles, construction, 
coatings and adhesives. Business X consists of 22 plants world wide, of which all are ISO 
9001 Certified, The business objective is to: 

'Improve the quality (product, service and total cost) of our customers ' products by 
improving the quality (product, service and total cost) of the Dow products supplied.' 

Besides the aforementioned business, which provided the problem statement for this project, a 
second division was involved: The Global Supply Chain and Technology Centre (hereafter 
referred to as tech-centre). As the project scope involves the chain from Dow to customer the 
tech-centre was introduced into the project. The tech-centre is a shared service within Dow 
that provides the different businesses with knowledge, manpower and solutions on the topic 
of supply chain management. 

1.2 Project Background 

This section introduces some relevant background information for this project. The 
information was gathered by performing orientation interviews [KEM 1996]. Business X 
main product is chemical x. Chemical x is a polymerisation reaction involving several 
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1. Introduction 

ingredients, which is carried out in a lot reactor (see figure 1). Degassing and filtration are the 
finishing production steps to converse or remove unreacted particles. Finally in the lot tank 
several lots are collected, water is added and a quality check is executed before moving the 
finished product into the storage tanks. The size of one batch is determined by the reactor size 
and is referred to as the batch size. The number of similar batches produced in a row and 
collected in the lot tank is referred to as the lot size. Further details are provided in appendix 
I. Fransoo and Rutten [FRA 1993) define such production processes as flow production. 

Reactor Degassing Filtration Lot tank Storage Tank · · ·· · ···► 

Fig 1, Production Process Base grades 

Each plant in Europe produces different types of chemical x. Each unique type of chemical x, 
produced in the reactor is referred to as a base grade. Figure 2 shows that within a base grade 
different blends exist. Blends are based on a base grade, but in a final production step 
(blender) additional ingredients are added. Blends can either be directly shipped to the 
customer or stored in a storage tank. 

Storage tank Base grades Blender Storage tank Blends 

Blends 

Base grades 

Fig 2, Production Process Blends 

Unless otherwise specified no distinction is made between blends and base grades. Both will 
be referred to as base grades. There are two prominent markets that are supplied with this 
product. In the paper market it is used as a coating whereas in the carpet market it is used as a 
backing. 

Product quantities are expressed in dry metric tons (DMT) referring to the net weight of 
chemical x excluding water. Blends and base grades can be packed for delivery in three 
different ways, either in drums, inter bulk containers (IBC) or containers. A drum is a specific 
type of barrel with a capacity off approximately 0.3 DMT, an inter bulk container is a small 
container with a capacity of 0.5 DMT. Finally a container has a capacity of 12.5 DMT. 

Business X Europe consists of seven distinct plants, with a total production capacity of 
355,000 DMT. All order and planning related activities within Business X Europe have been 
centralised in the Order Fulfilment Centre (OFC) in Rheinmiinster, Germany. The OFC 
performs the following activities: 
♦ Order acceptance until handling: interaction with the customer, from order entry until 

payment. 
♦ Raw material purchasing: purchase of all raw materials required is done centrally. 
♦ Production and inventory planning: production planning and scheduling including the 

inventory policy are executed here. 
♦ Logistics: Arranging all transportation and shipments. 
It is on this location that the main part of the project was executed. 

Originally the emphasis of this project was directed towards the total European supply chain 
of Business X. However due to the complex nature of supply chain management along with 
time constraints the emphasis was focussed on the supply chain for one single plant. As the 
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1. introduction 

plant located in Temeuzen, with a production capacity of 76,000 DMT, best represents the 
total dynamics of supply chain management, it was chosen. 
The supply chain involves all processes from the production of the main raw material up to 
the supply of the products to the customers. This is depicted in the flowchart below. 

Raw material 

V. 
Production -+ v-+ I Blending 

Fig 3, Project Scope 

Business X ►◄ Customer 

-+ I Loading -+ ..... ,T-ran-s-po-rt--,1 ~ V 

The production of the main raw material is included in the project scope because it consumes 
the same production capacity as the base grades. The loading and transport are both logistic 
actions and are concerned with the packaging and shipment of base grades. All on site 
logistics as loading and on site transport of containers are done by a shared service within 
Dow called Site Logistics. For Business X this includes loading and packaging of materials 
and on site transportation. 

In Temeuzen the following blends and base grades are produced. 

Base grades 
Type 1 
Type 2 
Type 3 

Blends 

Paper 
chemicalx 
7 
6 
I 

9 
Table 1, product variety 

Carpet 
chemicalx 
JO 
2 
4 
4 
41 

In Temeuzen there are two production processes which can produce a range of base grades. 
A type is defined as a range of base grades produced by the same production process. An 
additional type is recognised with base grades that can be produced on both. This results in a 
total of three types present in Temeuzen. Furthermore in Temeuzen there are 23 storage 
tanks, of which fourteen with a capacity of 256 DMT, six with a capacity of 176 DMT and 
three with a capacity of 85 DMT. 

1.3 Problem Statement 

The Emulsion Polymer Business provided the following problem statement: 
"The cu"ently pursued inventory- and production strategies do not provide the customer 
with a 99% service level, now or in future" 

In order to validate the original problem statement, initial rough-cut information was gathered 
to execute a brief validation-project [BAA 1992]. By interviewing employees from the sales, 
marketing and operations departments, and by analysing historical data, the following two 
results were obtained. 

♦ The number of base grades has grown. 

A time range of two and a half years was sampled and the different base grades were 
observed. This data was obtained from the system SAP. The results are shown in figure 4. 

The Dow Chcmkal Company 
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1. Introduction 

Number of MTS 
Product Variety Growth 

--.- Actual growth rate 
families -- Average growth rate 

30-r-----..,..,..--,--,,---=-.....,.,= ..,,....,~---.--.,..,....,------,---, 

25 
20 

15 

10 
5 +--------'---..;...;. _____ ..,.,_....;.....,..,~----_.;.;--;;..;;..;;;.,.;.:;;..;;;;..=.;.:...--..;..,i 

0 +----,.--.,...-----------,---,,---..,..---....---=,...;.--~ 
1 

1997 
Quartile: 

2 3 4 1 
1998 

Quartile: 

Fig. 4, Growth in Make-to-Stock products 

This has led to the following conclusions: 

2 3 4 1 
1999 

Quartile: 

2 

Linear regression analysis shows there is a growth in the number of base grades (Ho: B 1=0 
rejected for a=0.95 [MEN1992]). The growth rate (e.g. dispersion in stored base grades) is 
1.4 base grade per quartile. 

• The current total number of base grades is 24. However the current number of storage 
tanks is only 23. This means that not all products can be stored at the same time. 

♦ The total production output (measured in DMT) has grown. 

The history of the sales volume over the last 4 years for Temeuzen was examined together 
with the target inventory level, in its present status. These two figures show the inventory 
requirement level for Temeuzen. This was then compared with the available inventory 
capacity from Temeuzen. The results are shown in figure 5. 

Cl) 

E -::::, I-
0 ~ 
> C 
Cl) ~ 
Cl) -"iii 
en 

100 
80 
60 
40 
20 

0 

Inventory Growth 

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 

Year 

c==i Sales -+- Inventory Storage Capacity 

Fig. 5, Sales vs. inventory 

Concluded is that: 
The sales volume has grown in four years from approximately 4,500 DMT in 1996 to over 
7,000 DMT in 1999. The need for storage therefore has also grown from roughly 2,000 DMT 
in 1996 to approximately 3,000 DMT in 1999. Extrapolating this trend to the year 2000, an 
inventory requirement of 3,200 DMT is expected. The inventory requirements are reaching 
the available inventory capacities. 
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1. introduction 

As a result of this brief validation, it is concluded that the current dispersion in base grades 
and the growth of sales of base grades are currently pushing the supply chain to its limits. 
Assuming that both trends will continue, the original problem statement is therefore 
appropriate. 

1.4 Project Strategy 

In this section the chosen project strategy will be explained and supported. Within this project 
two phases can be clearly distinguished. The first part of the project involves defining several 
project questions from the original problem statement. The second part concerns the actual re
design assignment of the supply chain. The problem solving methodology, developed by 
Wisconsin [ZIM 1995], was used as a guideline for this project and its interpretation for this 
project is depicted below. 

1. State the Problem 

2. Determine the Solution Criteria 

3. Gather the Needed Information 

4. Develoo Desiim Tasks 

5. Evaluate Desi1m Task If no solution 

6. Execute Desi1m Task 

7. Evaluation 

Fig. 6, Project Strategy 

Its interpretation for this project is as follows: 

l. State the problem: the original problem statement is formulated. 
2. Determine the Solution Criteria: Two general criteria are formulated which the new 

design needs to encompass. 
3. Gather the Needed Information: Information is gathered to obtain an insight into the 

complexity. 
4. Develop Design Task: In the original model by Wisconsin the phase Generate Potential 

Solutions is identified. In this project this phase is referred to as Develop Design Tasks. 
Whereas a solution solves a specific problem, a design task also includes all involved 
surrounding factors. It therefore provides a more solid basis for implementation. 

5. Evaluate Design Task: Again the original model by Wisconsin is abandoned, who 
identifies the phase Compare Solutions and Problem. The design questions/tasks are not 
only compared with the original problem, but also checked for its potential for 
implementation by means of communicating propositions with top-management. 

The original phase 6 and 7 as identified by Wisconsin (6. Select Solution and 7. Prepare 
Communication) were considered as inappropriate for this project. The following two phases 
were added instead. 
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1. introduction 

6. Execute Design Task: The execution of the design task is an iterative process in which 
several solutions are tested and redesigned. A specific solution selection phase could 
therefore not be established in this project. 

7. Evaluation: This project ends with the evaluation of the re-designs. Communicating 
obtained findings and results were communicated throughout the whole project, and in 
specific after phase 4. A specific communication phase cannot be identified. 

1.5 Structure of Report 

The structure of this report will be maintained as described in section 1.4. 
Chapter 1 to 3 deals with the first part of this project whereas Chapter 4 to 6 explains the 
design task. The structure maintained throughout this report is detailed below. 

In this chapter an introduction to The Dow Chemical Company was given along with the 
necessary background information for this project. The original problem statement was 
formulated and the project strategy used was explained. The structure of this report was also 
defined. 

In chapter 2 the original problem statement is split into two parts. The term service level is 
further split into three performance indicators. The second part identifies a variety of factors 
that influence the performance indicators throughout the supply chain. 

Chapter 3 focuses on the storage requirements. It then defines the boundaries of this project 
by making assumptions and stating the project limitations. Finally it summarises the first 
element of this project, and states the design task along with 5 project questions. 

Chapter 4 will be devoted to the explanation of recommended changes to the supply chain. 

Chapter 5 clarifies the economic justification of this project 

Chapter 6 provides an overall framework to help implement the recommended supply chain 
changes. 

Finally chapter 7 will give an evaluation of this project by means of stating the conclusions 
and the final recommendations. 
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2. Problem Analysis 

2. Problem Analysis 

.-LC. 
· 2. Detennine the Solution Criteria· •••• 

In this chapter the original problem statement is split up 
and analysed. In section 2.1 the term Service Level is split 
up into three performance indicators. Secondly, four 
factors are identified that have impact on these three 
indicators. Section 2.2 defines relationships between the 
factors and the performance indicators. The concept of 
customer order decoupling point is introduced as well. 
This enables the calculation of the actual service levels 

present in Terneuzen. Section 2.4 provides a summary of this chapter. 

2. 1 Diagnosis 

The current problem statement can be split up into two parts: 
♦ A wide spectrum of potential factors influencing this performance indicator (The 

currently pursued inventory- and production strategies .... ); and 
♦ A performance indicator: service level ( .. ... do not provide the customer with a 99% 

service level) 

In the flowchart below this relationship is visualised. 

I Spectrum of Factors 1-l ----►.ii Service Levels 

Fig. 7, Problem Statement 

Service level is defined by the business as: 

In 99% of all order requests the specification are met, thus the customer receives its 
requested product in the specified amount (quantity), on the specified day and time (time) and 
within the quality specification (quality). 

Three performance indicators for customer service are identified: quantity, time and quality. 

, .......................................................... . 
Service Levels 

Ouantitv 

I Soectrum of Factor~ I ► l Time 

Oualitv 

Fig. 8, Three Performance Indicators 

Quantity: 
Quality: 
Time: 

To satisfy the customer the right amount of a base grade has to be delivered. 
To satisfy the customer the ordered base grade has to be within specification. 
To satisfy the customer the ordered base grade has to be delivered on the 
agreed upon time. 
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2. Problem Analysis 

Within the project scope the wide variety of factors can be reduced to four specific ones (see 
figure 9). 

Spectrum of Factors 
. ,--------, . 

Service Levels 

Production 
Ouantitv 

Blendin!! 
~ Time 

Loadin!! 
Oualitv 

Transoortation 

Fig. 9, Determination of Factors 

These four factors have to be executed in such a way that the performance indicators are 
fulfilled according to the customer desires. 

2.2 Synthesis 

In this section the link is made between the previous factors and the three control parameters . 
First the theoretical relationship between the CODP and service levels is explained in section 
2.3.1. Then in sub-section 2 it is shown that the service levels for Temeuzen vary per product. 
Finally section 3 describes what potential actions can be taken to upgrade the service levels 
independent of the safety stocks. 
The objective of this three-step analysis is to clarify the discrepancies between theory and 
reality and to make the required adjustments. 

2.2.1 Theory 

To control the impact of the four factors, a customer order decoupling point (CODP) can be 
inserted into the supply chain. The CODP decouples the impact of variation of one or more of 
the identified factors on the control parameters by providing safety stocks (see figure I 0). 

I SpectrumofFactorsl ►v~ 

Fig. JO, Function CODP 

If for instance a production order for base grade X is delayed, and a customer orders a base 
grade X, the customer can be delivered from stock. In theory relationships can be found for 
calculating the height of the safety stocks to provide a certain service level. The general 
concept of this calculation is the statistical evaluation of variation of customer demand and 
replenishment lead time. These two can be converted into safety stocks by using the specified 
service level. The control of the service, by means of a CODP, is however limited to the 
position of the CODP. The CODP only allows control over the factors that are executed 
before the CODP. All factors after the CODP (hereafter referred to as Customer Driven 
Activities (CDA)), can directly affect one or more of the three performance indicators, thus 
the service level. 

In Temeuzen two CODP' s can be identified, one for base grades and one for blends. In figure 
2, section 1.2 it can be seen that two boxes 'storage tanks' are presented. However since only 
very few blends are made to stock (currently two), and the majority is delivered straight to 
customers only the CODP for base grades are considered. Figure 11 summarises the two 
possible supply chains for Temeuzen. 
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2. Problem Analysis 

Supply Chain Blends 

Business X 
CODP 

---1►►...j◄--- Customer 

~ v-----. Blending _____. Loading _____. I Transport I -+ V 
----------------------------------------------~--------
Supply Chain Base grades 

CODP 

~ v-----. Loading _____. I Transport I ~ V 
Fig. 11, Supply Chains Terneuzen 

The flowchart above shows that currently the CODP controls the impact of variation of the 
factor production on the performance indicators. 

2.2.2 Reality 

The relationship between the CODP and the service levels is further analysed in this section. 
This analysis only involves the factors executed before the CODP and is for both identified 
supply chains in section 2.2. l the same. Figure 12 depicts this relationship in more detail. 

Variation Replenishment 
lead time 

? 
• 

Variation Customer 
Demand 

►~--◄-
---►• V 

Fig. 12, Inventory Calculation 

Service Level 

Currently within Business X no safety stocks are present. Therefore firstly, based upon the 
service level, the required safety stocks are calculated and secondly a capacity check is 
executed to determine if the current available inventory capacity is sufficient. 

Silver and Peterson [SIL 1985] identify several relationships, and refer to them as decision 
rules. For the calculation of the safety stocks the following decision rule was used. 

A Specified Fraction (P2) of the Demand Satisfied Directly from Shelf 

This decision rule is selected for the following two reasons. 
• Quality of base grades of different suppliers is similar, customers judge their suppliers on 

delivery lead times. Therefore products must always be available. 
• This rule distinct fast moving base grades from slow moving base grades. Using the same 

criteria of stock out, fast moving base grades would have higher number of stock outs 
(Ex. Stock out chance is 0.1 O; base grade X is replenished 150 times annually and base 
grade Y is replenished 2 times annually. Number of stock outs base grade Xis therefore 
0.10* 150 = 15, and for Y 0.10*2 = 0.2). This rule compensates for this phenomenon by 
including the lot size. 

Several assumptions underlie this model. 
• The average demand rate is constant with time. Since the average demand over the last 

years has grown, this assumption is not valid. However it is assumed that the average 
demand during the sampling period is constant ( during the first five months of 1999). 
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2. Problem Analysis 

• Forecast errors have a normal distribution with no bias and a known standard deviation 
for forecasts over a lead-time L. In this situation forecasts are not used, the average 
demand found in the historical data is used instead. The same assumption is considered as 
valid here. 

• The lot size Q is predetermined and is in this case based upon the actual lot size used 
during the sample period. 

• Replenishment lead times are variable and follow a uniform distribution between l and 4 
days. 

Further details concerning this model can be found in appendix 2. The specified fraction of 
demand delivered form shelf is set on 99%. 

SL=99%, Comparison Required and Available Storage Capacity 

800 -,-----,,------------------------------, 
- 700 
~ 600 
e, 500 
Cl> 400 
E 300 ::, 
0 200 
> 100 

0 ¥JILU..~LI.J.,..La.U,..L&JL.Y.&J..y.Ja.J.JY-1Lll.~LI.J.,..La.U,..L&JLJ...,L.&J..l..r-a.J.JL-r-1Lll.~LI.J.,.--.U,......L..U..,..-.!J-l 

~ rn ~ m ~ ~ ffi ~ A ru ~ R ™ ~ ffi w ro 

Base Grade 

□ Safety Stocks ■ Reorder point □ I\Aax inventory □ Tank size 

Fig. 13, SL = 99%, Comparison Required Storage Capacity and Available 

The results of the calculation are depicted in the chart above. For each base grade 4 bars are 
presented. 
Purple bar: The purple bar represents the required safety stocks 
Red bar: The red bar represents the reorderpoint level. Current planning strategies are 

best-represented by an (s, Q) system. This system is determined in 
accordance with the planners. The reorderpoint (s), if hit, generates a 
production order of size (Q) which arrives within an estimated replenishment 
time. 

Yellow bar: The yellow bar represents the maximum required storage capacity . This is the 
summation of the reorderpoint levels (red bar) and the lot size. 

Blue bar: The blue bar represents the available storage capacity under the assumption 
that a maximum of one tank is available for each base grade. In Temeuzen 
different tank sizes exist, as can be seen in the chart. 

The chart clearly shows that for the first five base grades the current available capacity is not 
sufficient. For one base grade the reorderpoint level even exceeds the available capacity. It 
can be concluded that the CODP does not represent a 99% service level for each individual 
base grade. 

In order to see what service levels are present in the CODP's the same calculation was 
reversed. Based upon the actual inventories, the respective service levels are calculated (see 
figure 14). 
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Variation Replenishment 
lead time 

Available 
Storage 

► "\"/ 
Variation Customer 
Demand ---►• V 

--~►• ? Service Level 
• 

Fig. 14, Explanation Service level Calculation 

Two estimates can be obtained for the existing inventories. One estimate is based upon the 
average of the maximum inventories, the other one is based upon the average of the minimum 
inventories. The minimum inventories directly represent the safety stocks. The maximum 
inventories represent the safety stocks plus the lot size. However since the lot size in reality 
can be changed the minimum inventories are used as an estimate for service levels. The 
service levels based upon the minimum inventories as SLMIN . Under the same assumptions 
the following safety stocks were accomplished. The calculation is attached in appendix 3. 

1 

0.98 
Cl) 

C1> 
0.96 

> 0.94 
C1> 

...J 0.92 
C1> 
c., 0.9 
> 0.88 ... 
C1> 
en 0.86 

0.84 

Fig. 15, Actual Service levels 

Service Level 

Base Grades 
I □ Service Level I 

Comparing both analyses leads to the following conclusions. 

1. Base grades with a high demand have low service levels. 
The table below distinguishes the base grades with a relative high demand, middle-high and 
low demand. Comparing the table with figure 15, it shows that the high-volume products tend 
to have low service levels and the low-volume products tend to have high service levels. 

Category 
High 
Middle-high 
Low 

Daily Demand (X) in DMT 
X>20 
5 < X< 20 
X<S 

Table 2, Base grade Categories. 

Base grade 
PA;PC;PD;PE;PF 
PB ;PH;PI;PJ ;PK;PM 
PL;PN ;PQ;PP;PG;PO 

2. Capacity restrictions per tank have impact on the service levels. 
Figure 13 shows that for 5 base grades the storage capacity is not sufficient. All five base 
grades are high volume base grades. The previous conclusion shows that high volume base 
grades have low service levels. It therefore can be concluded that the lack of storage capacity 
influences the service levels. 

3. A-customers have low service levels. 
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The division of customers over the categories A, B and C is based upon the total annual 
demand volume of all base grades. Customers with a high demand fall into the A category 
and customers with a low demand in the C category. In table 3 the demand of the top 6 
customers (10% of all customers) is represented over the period January untill April 1999. 

Customer 

Dow Chemical lberica 
Stora Corbehem 
Stora Uetersen 
Dow Italy 
Steinbeis Temming 
Papier 
Ulsan Pacific Chemical 
Coo 

Demand High-volume 
Base Grades DMT 
3279 
2805 
1596 
1024 
994 

708 

Table 3, Top 10% Customers 

Demand other Base 
Grades DMT 
301 

Percentage of High
volume Base rades 
90.9 
100 
100 
100 
100 

JOO 

Conclusion 2 shows that these base grades have low service levels, thus A-customers have 
low service levels. 

4. Current planning procedure enforces differentiated service levels 
Current planning strategy is based upon experience. Through his experience the planner 
realises that stock outs or nearly stock outs occur most frequent for the high-volume base 
grades. The planner reserves production capacity for these potential occurrences by using 
current available production capacity to fill up tanks for low-volume base grades. When the 
demand increases the production capacity may totally be dedicated to the production of high
volume base grades. Thus low-volume base grades have high stocks and high service levels 
and high-volume base grades have low stocks and low service levels. 

2.2.3 Relaxation of Assumptions 

It has now been demonstrated that the safety stocks currently available within Temeuzen do 
not provide the customer with a 99% service. However the theoretical relationship ignores the 
impact of customer driven activities on the service levels. In this section the impact of these 
factors on the performance indicators time is examined (see figure I 6). It is assumed that 
customer driven factors do not have impact on the quantity or quality. 

CODP 
Variation Replenishment 
lead time ► "\""7 

---►- V Variation Customer 
Demand 

Fig. 16, Relaxation of Assumptions 

Customer ? 
► Driven Factors---1►• • Service Level 

The supply chain of blends is used for this examination because it contains all of the customer 
driven factors, where necessary additional comments are made for the supply chain of base 
grades. The customer driven factors consist of blending, loading and transportation. The 
external lead time is defined as the agreed upon lead time with the customer from order entry 
to product delivery. The external lead time is the sum of the three customer driven factors and 
would typically be 8 days, as can be seen in figure 17. 
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Waiti/ng7Time I Production 1 1/--.l Blending ILoadingl Transportation 

+--- ►◄ ► ◄ ►◄ ►◄ 
I - 4 days I day 3 days I day 4 days 

+---Replenishment-+ 
Lead Time 

Fig. 17, External Lead Time 

-◄---- External lead time -----1►• 

The internal lead time for Terneuzen, which is defined as the required time to execute all 
customer driven factors, consists of 3 days ( I day for blending, 1 hour for loading and 2 days 
for transport). This provides the supply chain with 5 days of slack. The five days slack is in 
general necessary to capture the variation within the customer driven factors itself. If for 
instance blending is delayed by one day, loading or transportation can be 'rushed' to allow on 
time delivery. Whereas the COOP enables control over the factor production, the external 
lead time enables control over the customer driven factors. 

The control of the customer driven factors can be put under pressure in two ways . 
Firstly the slack in the system diminishes when the agreed upon lead time is shorter than the 
external lead time. This is referred to as a rush order. When a rush order is placed, the 
performance indicator time is pressurised. Variations in blending, loading or transportation 
will more likely affect the service levels (by violating the time performance indicator) 
because the slack is reduced, thus the flexibility to buffer against these variations . 

Secondly the external lead time is endangered when the safety stocks deplete. Again the 
available slack in the system can be used to allow on time delivery. Figure 18 depicts this 
situation. 

········································~---~ 

jN aiting Time Production Blending Loading Transportation 

-~//-"""'--"►-◄---► ◄ ►◄ 
I - 4 days I day 3 days I day 4 days 

--------- External lead time---------1• 

Figure 18, Depletion of CODP 

In this situation the factor production is added to the customer driven factors , thus is included 
in the external lead time. In reality a production rush order is established which means that the 
order has a maximum waiting time of one day. The minimum internal lead time becomes 5 
days and is still within the external lead time. It therefore shows that an out of stock situation 
as described in the previous section does not necessarily lead to a reduction of the service 
levels. 

In order to understand what the impact of the above-described scenarios is on the service 
level, a sample was executed within the X Business. The purpose of this sample was to 
measure the actual supplied service levels by tracking the orders during two months. For each 
order-line the following information was gathered. 

♦ Order type: Is the placed order feasible with the external lead time? 
♦ Rush action required: Are somewhere during the order processing rush actions required? 
♦ On time delivery: Is the order delivered on time to the customer? 
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The results were that 10% of all orders had a lead time shorter than the external lead time. In 
14% of all orders a customer driven action was rushed to allow on time delivery and the 
overall service level of the supply chain (number of order on time delivered) was 95%. 

The following service levels are defined. 

♦ Supply Chain Service Level (SCSL): Percentage of orders on time delivered (95% ). 
♦ Standard Service Level (SSL): Percentage of orders on time delivered without customer 

driven actions (86% ). 
♦ Rush Order Service Level (ROSL): Percentage of rush orders on time delivered (85% ). 

The calculation of the service levels is detailed in appendix 4. 

Additionally, the impact of rush orders (ROSL) and internal failures leading to delivery 
delays (SSL) is deeper analysed. 

Rush Order Service Level 
During the sample period 47 rush orders were generated of which only 7 exceeded the 
external lead time. For the remaining 40 orders the necessary actions to allow on time 
delivery were collected as well. This can be seen in the figure underneath. 

CODP Customer ~v Loading Transport v 
"--y---) "--y---) 

S 8 31 9 7 

Fig. 19, Rush Orders 

The black numbers underneath the supply chain as presented in figure 19, represent the 
actions taken to manage on time delivery of the order. It directly shows that the 72 % of the 
corrective actions is done by logistics (loading & transport). 

Standard Service Level 
During the sample period 17 orders were not delivered on time due to internal failures. Out of 
the 17 failures it appeared that 8 were due to production errors and 9 due to logistic errors 
(see red number in figure 19). 

The following conclusions were drawn from this analysis 

1. The model is a good indicator for service levels of A-customers. 
The sample showed that the SSL for Terneuzen is 86%. The SSL ignores variations of the 
customer driven (as well as the positive as the negative variations) and therefore it is directly 
linked to the service levels calculated for the base grades by the model (see figure 20). The 
model concluded that the service levels for A-customers vary between 85 and 95%. Assuming 
that the average service level for A-customers is approximately equal to the average of the 
individual service levels of A-customers, a 90% service level is obtained. Hence it shows that 
the model is a good indicator for service levels of A-customers. 

CODP 
Variation Replenishment 
lead time ► ~ 

---►- V Variation Customer 
Demand 

Fig. 20, Standard Service Level 

► Von 
---- ~r 
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2. Problem Analysis 

2. The control of the customer driven factors increases the service levels with 9 % . 
The overal supply chain service level reaches a height of 95%. This is maximum 9% higher 
than the service level achieved without actions (see figure 21). 

Variation Replenishment 
lead time 

COOP 

► '\'"7 
-------►- V 

Variation 
---11►► Customer ---11►► 95 % Service Level 

Variation Customer 
Demand 

Fig. 21, Supply Chain Service Level 

86% +9% 

3. Rush orders have a negative impact on the service levels. 
The service level for rush orders is 85%. Subtracting rush orders from the overall SCSL, the 
service increases by an additional 2% (see figure 22). 

Customer Lead Time > External Lead Time 

Variation Replenishment 
lead time 

COOP 

► '\'"7 
---►• V 

► 
Variation 
Customer ---1►• 97 % Service Level 

Variation Customer 
Demand 89% 

Fig. 22, Service Levels excluding rush orders 

4. The Service Level is 95 % 
Service is in section 2.1 defined as: 

+JO% 

In 99% of all order requests the specification are met, thus the customer receives its 
requested product in the specified amount (quantity), on the specified day and time (time) and 
within the quality specification (quality). 

Therefore the impact of rush orders on the safety stock needs to be included on the service 
levels. 

5. Positive Impact Logistics on SL, Negative Impact Production Planning 
The net contribution on the number of on time deliveries of logistics is 22, thereby increasing 
the service levels. The net contribution of production planning is -3, thereby decreasing the 
service level. 

2.3 Summary 

This chapter firsts splits up the original problem statement into two parts: 
♦ Service Level 
♦ Spectrum of Factors 
Three performance indicators are identified for the service level (time, quality and quantity) 
and the spectrum of factors is limited to four (blending/loading/transportation/production). 
The relationship between the factors and the performance indicators is defined by introducing 
the concept of CODP. It was explained that the CODP allows control over the factors 
executed before the safety stocks. A link was explained to convert service levels into storage 
levels and visa versa. The service levels for Temeuzen vary between 85 until 100%. Next it 
was shown that especially the A-customers suffer from low service level. Finally the model 
was extended by including the impact of the customer driven factors on the service levels. 
The original model was tested by executing a sample to measure the service levels in reality. 
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The model proved to be a good indicator of the service provided by the chain up to the 
COOP. The customer driven factors manage to improve the overall supply chain service with 
another 9 %, resulting in a service level of 95%. 
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3. Task Description 

3. Task Description 

-----~-----
' 3. Gather the Needed lnfonnation • ·11· 

Chapter one showed that the current available storage 
facilities are not sufficient to store all MTS-products. 
Chapter two identified three parameters that indicate the 
service levels. The current control of these parameters 
within Business X was also explained and the current 
achieved service levels were estimated. In this chapter the 
root-causes which influence the current need of storage 
are identified ( 3.1). In section 3.2 the project constraints 
are defined. Section 3 is a short summary of chapters I to 

3 leading up to the main conclusions. Subsequently a task description along with 4 project 
questions are formulated. Finally section 4 provides a summary and a preview on the next 
three chapters 

3. 1 Root Cause Analysis 

In this section the current need of storage is analysed in more detail. In section 1.2 it was 
mentioned that currently the COOP contains storage for all base grades and a few blends (see 
figure 2, page 2). This can also be seen in figure 23, in which the total supply chain is 
depicted. 

..-···· ···············,,. Business X Terneuzen --►-: ◄-- Customer 

I Reacting I ( ► V 
\_ CODP 

1----1~ Transport V 
·-... ___ base 

... ... 

CODP 

·-... __ ·--... blend __ ... -····/ 

Fig.23, CODP Overview 

In section 1.2 it was shown that currently 23 storage tanks are available in Terneuzen, of 
which 17 are currently used to decouple the demand for base grades from production (section 
2.2). A root cause analysis was done to understand what other need for storage there is in 
Terneuzen. The result of this analysis is presented in table 4. 

Number of tanks Root-cause: 
I needed 

17 /. Number of base grades 
3 2. Number of blends (MTS) 
l 3. Scale ups 
2 4. Off specification 
2 5. Resourced base R.rades 

----i.___ Continuous storage 
------r--of products ]-

Required number 
--t--Temporary storage of storage tanks 

. of products 

25 Total 
I 23 Available 

Table 4, Quantification Root Cause Analysis 

The table shows that currently 17 base grades are stored in tanks along with 3 blends . Next 
there is one tank required for scale ups (the creation of a new base grade), two tanks required 
for off spec production and an additional two for resourced base grades. Resourced base 
grades are base grades produced for other plants or terminals in Europe. The resourced base 
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grades may overlap the 17 base grades that are already produced in Temeuzen, but may also 
be different ones. In the first situation an additional storage tank is directly required, in the 
second situation an additional storage tank may be required as well. If for instance the order 
for such resourced base grade is large an additional tank is required to temporary store the 
incidental increase in demand. The root causes are further detailed in appendix 5. 

The table shows that currently in Temeuzen 25 storage tanks are required, while only 23 are 
present, a deficit of 2. This deficit enforces a dynamic and complex inventory policy by 
requiring multiple applications of one tank. 
The taken assumption in section 2.2.1 that for each base grade only one tank is available is 
validated by this root cause analysis. 

3.2 Project Boundaries 

In this section the project boundaries as given by the Business X Business are explained. Next 
a number of assumptions are made and explained. Together they clearly state the scope of this 
project. 

Boundaries: 

♦ The level of the project is short-term. The implementation of any recommended redesign 
has to fall within a time range of three years. 

♦ All production capacities are fixed. Changes in production capacities require long-term 
investments and are not considered in this project (see boundary I). 

♦ All reactor-capacities are fixed. The size of a reactor determines the minimum lot size. 
The reactor-capacities cannot be changed because it requires a long-term investment. 

Assumptions: 

♦ The number of make-to-stock base grades has grown and will continue to do so. The 
estimated growth rate is 5.5 products a year (see chapter 1). 

♦ The total production output (measured in DMT) has grown and will continue to do so. 
This assumption is supported by the trend in the historical demand of Business X along 
with the ten-year forecast provided by top management. 

♦ Transportation of products other than bulk is relatively minor (smaller than 4%). Its 
impact on the supply chain is limited to the management of packaging materials. Material 
loaded in drums or IBC's are also transported by containers and it is assumed that the 
additional package type is of no influence on this project. Results valid for materials 
shipped by containers are also applicable for other packaging types. 

♦ The minimum lot size is based upon quality constraints. For each of the two reactors 
available in Terneuzen, the following assumption is made: 

Reactor I: 

Reactor 2: 

In order to guarantee sufficient quality 6 batches of 15 DMT have to be 
produced. The minimum lot size therefore is 90 DMT on reactor 1. 
On reactor 2 a minimum of 3 batches has to be produced, so quality can be 
guaranteed. This leads to 3 times 23 DMT per lot is 70 DMT. 

3.3 Task Description 

The analyses presented until now leads to the following design task: 

'Re-design the supply chain so the Performance Indicators 'time' and 'quantity' can be 
controlled in order to reach a steady service level of 99%' 
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More specific, the following project questions need to be answered: 

1. What production planning method should be used in order to maintain the service levels? 
(section 4.1) 
In chapter 2 an (s, Q) production system was fit to the current planning strategy. What is the 
optimal planning procedure in order to maintain the service level? 

2. Where should inventory be stored in the supply chain? 
(Section 4.2 and 4.3) 
It is shown that the production planning, the COOP and the customer driven processes have 
impact on the service levels. The question arises then: Where should the COOP be placed for 
which products in the supply chain, so it guarantees service levels versus minimum costs? 

3. How should inventory be stored (type of facility)? 
(Section 4.2) 
From a supply chain-perspective and from a cost-perspective what is the best way to store 
products? 

4. What should the safety stocks be in order to maintain a 99% service level? 
(Section 4.4) 
It is already shown that the inventories based upon the current used supply chain strategies do 
not fit in the available storage tanks. Based upon the recommended changes what should the 
safety stocks be? 

5. How should the current supply chain be changed in order to control the service levels? 
(Chapter 6) 
This question is about the control of the supply chain. How should the newly identified 
strategies be implemented? How can they be controlled? What are representative indicators 
for performance for senior-management? 

6. What economical benefits can be acquired by introducing the service-level based supply 
chain? 

(Chapter 5) 
Are the recommended changes economically justified? It is chosen to describe the 
justification of the project before the actual implementation question is answered (question 5, 
chapter 6). The consideration is that there is no need to change anything if the results do not 
lead to a cost-saving or revenue growth. 
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4 Supply Chain Design 

In this chapter the first research questions are answered. 
In section 4.1 a new production planning strategy is 
developed. Subsequently in the sections two and three the 
position of the CODP is discussed along with the type of 
storage facility. Finally in section four the calculation of 
the safety stocks is updated. All is summarised in section 
five. 

4. 1 Production Planning linked to Safety Stocks 

In this section a new production planning system is developed. For the development of this 
design task the project strategy as described in section 1.4 is carried out once again. Its 
specific interpretation for this task is described in the following six subsections. 

4.1.1 Current Situation 

I. State the Problem 

2. Determine the Solution Criteria 

The original project question is to determine what planning 
strategy best fits to the supply chain. In conclusion 4 of 
section 2.2.2 it is explained that the current planning 
strategy enforces relative high service levels for low

volume base grades and visa versa. (step l). Conclusion 2 clarifies the impact of the tank 
restrictions on service levels. In this design task this restriction is relaxed and assumed is that 
all required stock for each base grade can be stored. This problem will be the point of focus in 
section 4.2. 

The current planning strategy leads to numerous side effects. 

♦ Explosion in production rush orders 
When the COOP for high-volume base grades depletes, a large number of production rush 
orders are generated. As soon as the demand decreases the system can start building up the 
inventories and the next increase in demand can be awaited. However if demand remains high 
for longer than one week, the lower volume base grades are threatened with stock outs, which 
will generate more rush orders. The rush orders require customer driven factors to be rushed 
as well, which in tum lead to low service levels (ROSL = 85%, conclusion 3, section 2.2.3). 

♦ Resourcing 
Temeuzen cannot always resolve the explosion in rush orders. It is estimated by the planner 
that during 2 periods of three weeks annually, additional capacity is obtained from other 
plants in Europe. This requires extra costs of transportation. 

♦ Acceptation of indirect demand 
Lack of insight in the future demand may lead to the acceptation of delivery of Temeuzen 
base grades to other Dow plants. When the demand increases later on the process needs to be 
reversed. Thus it leads to excessive shipment costs. 

♦ Inability to plan maintenance because of last-minute changes. 
Production rush orders do not allow maintenance planning. The priority of a production rush 
order is higher than the planned maintenance. 
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♦ Extra production costs due to the inability to plan raw materials, the inability to schedule 
cleaning of lot tanks. 

♦ Extra production costs due to the interruption of work in process. 

The solution criteria directly follow from the aforementioned side-effects (step 2). 

The new planning system has to maintain the safety stocks, 
♦ Without the need to produce avoidable rush orders 
♦ Without the need to resource demand from other Dow plants 

The new planning system should be able to 
♦ Provide an insight in available production capacity. 
♦ Provide an insight in future demand 

4.1.2 Initial Findings 

3. Gather the Needed Information 

1. Seasonality 

In order to get insight into the dynamics of the demand 
analysis was done on seasonality, indirect demand and the 
variation of demand. 

An excel-model was built to see what the impact of seasonality is on the required production
and inventory capacities. This model used a three months forecast horizon to balance 
capacities (production & inventory) with demand. When in month ta demand volume is 
foreseen that exceeds the available capacity, in month t-1 extra production to stock is 
generated to compensate for this phenomenon. The results of this model can be seen in 
appendix 7. For one of the two reactors the results are shown in figure 24. In the graph two 
lines are present. The pink line refers to the planned utilisation and the blue line refers to the 
required inventory to prevent the capacity utilisation to exceed the 100%. As can be seen in 
the graph the required inventory to capture demand variation due to seasonality, occasionally 
exceeds the 200 DMT. Since this impact is so minor (current average inventory is 3000 
DMT) this impact is neglected. The month to month demand per type is independent of 
seasonality. 

Production Smoothing Type 2 

!-11- Planned Utilization 3 month smoothing -+- Ending Inventory I 
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Fig. 24, Seasonal Demand 
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2. Indirect Demand 

Two types of indirect demand are identified and defined as: 

Strategic Inter-company Stock Orders (ICSOl): 
Base grades continuously resourced to Temeuzen, delivered to other Dow sites (plants or 
terminals) where base grades are stored before delivery to customers. Temeuzen is the only 
producer of these base grades. 

Structural Inter-company Stock Orders (ICSO2): 
Base grades occasionally resourced to Temeuzen, delivered to other Dow sites (plants only), 
where base grades are stored before delivery to customers. Temeuzen and respective plant are 
both producer of this base grades. 

Business X Terneuzen 

CODP base 
►1 

Reacting Customer 

Fig. 25, Impact Inter Company Stock Orders 

Plant or 
Terminal 

CODP 
ICS01&2 

~ Customer 

For both types the quantity and the due date on which to be delivered is predetermined (at 
least 1 month in advance) and therefore these order types do not have an impact on the safety 
stocks in Temeuzen. (no variation in demand). The actual customer demand (in terms of 
charge orders) will vary for these products, however the needed safety stocks will be placed 
in the respective plants or terminals. In figure 25 the current situation is visualised. 

The current amount of !CS-orders for both types is estimated for this year based upon an 
extrapolation of the amount of orders in the first 9 months of this year. The results are 14,000 
DMT of ICSOl (19% of annual demand) and 7,000 DMT for ICSO2 (9% of annual demand). 
The total volume of 21,000 DMT is considerable and are currently treated as normal charge 
orders within Business X. Detailed information about !CS-order can be found in appendix 7. 

3. Stable Demand from Month to Month 

Finally the demand per base grade from month to month is analysed. For each base grade the 
coefficient of variation is determined by dividing the standard deviation of the demand by the 
average demand per month. The results of this analysis are detailed in appendix 8 and 
depicted in figure 26. 
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Monthly Stability per Family 
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Silver & Peterson (REF) state that a coefficient of variation smaller than 0.3 can be 
considered as stable. In figure 26 this criteria is shown along with the cumulative percentage 
of annual sales. The figure shows that 67% of the demand can be considered as stable from 
month to month. 

4.1 .3 Pro-active Planning 

In this section a production planning system is designed. 
4. Develoo Desi,m Tasks In section 4.1.2 it was shown that the monthly demand 

contains a stable component. This stable component is the 
basis of the new design. This stable component will be replenished according to a 
predetermined and fixed schedule. The quantity produced per cycle is equal to the demand in 
the previous cycle. The goal of the fixed replenishment cycle is to maintain safety stocks for 
the relatively stable and high-volume base grades without the need for production rush orders. 
The base grades produced in such manner will be referred to as Fixed Cycle Grades (FC
grades). The origin of the supply chain will have a predetermined and reliable output to which 
the rest of the supply chain (the customer driven factors) can be fine-tuned. The non-stable 
part of the demand will obey an (s, Q) system. This part of the demand will contain the 
relatively low-volume base grades and therefore the lot size Q is minimised (app.80 DMT). 
The (s, Q) system was already used in section 2.2.2 as an approximation of the current 
production strategy. In the new planning two decisions have to be made: 

♦ Which base grade will obey a FC-strategy? 
♦ What is its replenishment cycle? 

Both design questions are developed and designed for Temeuzen and are explained in the 
next two sections. 

Criteria FC-base grades 

Three criteria have been established in consultation with the planners for the division of base 
grades over the two production strategies. These are or-criteria, meaning that either one of the 
criteria has to be fulfilled. 
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Criterion 1: Annual Demand > 5,000 DMT 

All base grades with an annual demand larger than 5,000 DMT will be included into the FC
base grades. This requirement enforces a demand rate per month larger than 400 DMT. This 
means that all products fulfilling this requirement have a replenishment cycle of one week 
(minimum lot is 70 or 90 DMT multiplied by app. 4 weeks a month is 280 or 360 DMT). 

Criterion 2: Coefficient of Variance < 0.30 

All base grades with a coefficient of variation smaller than 0.30 will be included into the FC
base grades. Since criterion 1, already includes all high volume products into the PC-cycle, 
this rule will only add relatively low volume products. Base grades added by fulfilling this 
criterion (and not criterion 1) will have a replenishment cycle higher than one week. 

Criterion 3: Annual ICSO Volume> 2,000 DMT 

All base grades with a demand volume for ICSO greater than 2,000 DMT are also included 
into the FC-base grades. 2,000 DMT per year means that an average of one minimum lot is 
produced every other week. 

In appendix 9 the criteria are applied to the base grades currently produced in Temeuzen. The 
results are summarised in table 5. 

Type I Type2 Type3 
Base grade Volume Base grade Volume Base grade 
PC 8,420 PA 14,889 PE 
PB 6,716 P00 480 PD 

PI 
Total 15,136 Total 15,369 Total 
Capacity 44,500 Capacity 32,000 
Percentaf!e 34% Percentage 48% Percentage1 

Table 5, Fixed Cycle Base grades Terneuzen 

The total annual volume of the stable demand sums up to 52,000 DMT, which is 
approximately 68% of the annual production capacity. 

Criteria Replenishment Cycle 

Volume 
9,620 
9,077 
2,815 
21,512 

28,% 

In order to determine the replenishment cycle for each grade, the following criteria were 
established: 

Criterion 1: Expected replenishment quantity > Minimum lot size 

Since a minimum lot of 90 DMT for train I (type 1) and 70 DMT for train 2 (type 2) has to be 
produced in order to guarantee quality, in each cycle the expected demand has to exceed this 
quantity. 

Criterion 2: Replenishment cycles fall in the range of: 
Once a week 
Once every other week 
Once a month 

1 Percentage is based upon the total capacities for type 1 and 2. 
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In order for the replenishment cycles to be the same from month to month the number of 
different cycles is limited to the ones above. 

By using criterion 1, criterion 2 can be converted into an annual demand range. To reduce 
complexity the largest mininum lot size is taken. Production of a base grade once a month 
requires an annual demand of 90 DMT * 12 months is app. 1000 DMT. Once every other 
week requires 90 DMT * 26 weeks is app. 2,500 DMT. Every week requires 90 DMT * 52 
weeks is app. 5,000 DMT. The ranges therefore are: 

Once a week: 
Once every other week: 
Once a month: 

X>5,000DMT 
2,500 DMT < X < 4,999 DMT 
1,000 DMT < X < 2,499 DMT 

Table 6, Criteria Replenishment Cycles 

The largest possible cycle is once a month, combined with a minimum lot size of 90 DMT, 
this puts a lower boundary of 1,000 DMT expected demand per year on the proposed FC-base 
grades. For Temeuzen this means that the SL l 000 is taken out of the FC-base grades. 
For the remaining 6 FC-base grades the following cycles are determined, as presented in table 
7. The application of the criteria for Terneuzen is detailed in appendix 9. 

FC-grade Once a week Once e/o week Once a month 
annual volume in DMT annual volume in DMT 

PC 
PB 
PA 
PE 
PD 
PI 

8,420 
6,716 
14,889 
9,620 
9,077 

2,815 
Table 7, Replenishment Cycles Terneuzen 

4.1.4 Out of Cycle 

5. Evaluate Desi1m Task 

In this section the newly developed production-planning 
tool is tested versus reality. A number of what if-scenarios 
are described and its impacts are considered and solutions 
are presented. 

Weekly demand variation greater than Monthly demand variation 
The interpretation of both types of variation is visualised in figure 27 . In the figure an ideal 
situation is identified and along with the 2 situations representing the FC-base grades and CO
base grades. 

Month X Month X+ I 
· ······························································· 

Weeks~ 

~ 

ffi:B .............. l±J 0 
················································································ 

1B:fil:B0 

Situation 1: Ideal Situation 
The demand is stable from month to month and the division 
over the individual weeks is stable as well. 

Situation 2: FC-Base grades 
The demand is stable from month to month, but variation in 
demand volume exists from week to week. 

Situation: CO-Base grades 
The demand volume varies from month to month and from 
week to week. 

Fig. 27, Interpretation of Variation 
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Situation 3 represents the typical situation for the PC-grades. As can be seen the division of 
the demand volume for each month over the weeks tends to vary. Assuming that exactly four 
weeks fit into one month and that the weekly demands are independent of one another, the 
theoretical relationship between the coefficient of variation per month (cmonih) is equal to half 
the variation per week (Cweek) [MEN 1993]. This can be seen underneath. 
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The actual weekly and monthly demand variations are further analysed in figure 28, in which 
both variations are represented for the six PC-base grades. The weekly variations lie between 
0.35 and 0.75. Detailed information about variation of all base grades can be found in 
appendix 10. 
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Fig. 28, Demand Variation Week & Month 
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Considering that the variation from week to week approximately remains within the 
theoretical defined range, it can be concluded that variations from week to week do not affect 
the production planning strategy. In other words even though the variation of the weekly 
demand varies more than the monthly demand, the impact can be controlled. 

Out-of-stock CO-grade 

CO-base grades will obey an (s, Q)-system. Safety stocks will reduce the chance of getting 
out of stock, but as a rule such situations will occur. In order to allow customers to be 
delivered on time anyway a production rush-order can be established as shown in chapter 2. 
In general interruption of the fixed cycle by scheduling a production rush order for these base 
grades is not recommended. Rush orders will extend the replenishment lead time of the fixed 
cycle base grades which are high volume products with a high amount of A-customers (see 
conclusion 3, section 2.2.2). 
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4.1 .5 Supply Chain Consequences 

6. Execute Oesiim Task 
Finally in this sub-section the impact of the planning system 
is viewed at from a supply chain perspective. The following 
impacts are foreseen: 

7. Evaluation 

♦ Stabilise raw-material planning 
In the new planning process 68 % of the demand is replenished according to a fixed schedule. 
The planning of raw materials can be aligned with this system and thereby reducing the 
impact of raw materials non-availability. 

♦ Fewer rush-production orders 
Rush orders are accepted only occasionally. The general approach is to schedule production 
orders according to the two identified strategies. 

♦ Better insight in available capacities. 
Obtaining a better insight in the available capacities can reduce the impact of ICSO2. 
Acceptation of such an order directly impacts the available capacity for the two production 
strategies and therefore the system provides a good tool for the decision of accepting such an 
order. 

♦ Piece in the plant 
Currently the production plan is generated over a time horizon of one to four days. Even 
within this relatively short time horizon last minute changes occur. Especially the PC-strategy 
will provide stability in the production planning and therefore in the production plant. 

♦ Increase of service levels (especially for the A- and B-customers) 
As can be seen in section 2.2.3 rush orders have relatively low service levels. By reducing the 
number of required rushorders the service levels van directly be increased. 

♦ Reduction of the need to rush customer driven activities. 
Out-of-stock si tuations or delay in production are less likely. 

4.2 Placement of COOP ~ Base grades 

In this section the placement of the CODP for the pilot plant in Terneuzen is analysed. 

4.2.1 Current Situation 

The placement of the CODP in the current situation is visualised in figure 29. Two different 
situations can be identified. All base grades produced in Terneuzen have a CODP directly 
after the production process. However for some base grades a part of their demand is indirect 
(ICSO I and 2) . Currently this means that an additional CODP exists for these products in the 
respective plants and/or terminals. 

Business X Temeuzen 
Plant or , 

► ◄ l erminal~ Customer 

COOP COOP 

~ T Blending Loading Transport 

Fig. 29, Placement of CODP in the Supply Chain 
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The impact of the additional CODP for ICSO's and their base grades is analysed in more 
detail in section 4.4. 

4.2.2 Alternative Storage Facilities 

In this section general alternatives for storage facilities are analysed. First the option of 
storing products in containers is analysed and compared with the current facility (tanks). Next 
the opportunity of storing products at customers (VMI) is analysed. 

Tanks versus Containers? 

Storing products in containers has its restrictions/pitfalls. These restrictions are: 
♦ Direct loading from lot tank into containers is not possible. One storage tank is required 

in order to prevent blocking the pipeline system connecting the lot tanks to the storage 
tanks. 

♦ Extreme low temperatures affect chemical x. The minimum temperature to transport or 
load containers is +5°C. Transportation is controlled via isolated containers2

• Storage of 
containers requires however a heated warehouse. Heated warehouses are currently from a 
economical perspective not realistic. However opportunities by using residual heath can 
be explored to provide cheap and temporary solutions. 

♦ Extra handling costs are made. In appendix 12, note 1, these extra handling costs are 
explained in more detail. 

Storing products in containers has a number of advantages: 
♦ The CODP can be pushed down the chain. The impact of customer driven processes as 

shown in chapter 2 can therefore be reduced. 
This means that the loading process can be disconnected from actual demand and 
hence its capacity utilisation can be better managed. 
A similar benefit can be obtained for the blending process (see section 4.3) 
Transportation can be disconnected from actual demand, and hence the conversion to 
VMI is relatively easy. 

♦ The volume of storage capacity can be specialised to each base grade by simply adding or 
subtracting a container. 

♦ The volume of storage capacity can be adjusted in time for each base grade. 
♦ A void fixed capital investment 

Ignoring the advantages that are generated by pushing the CODP-down the chain, an 
economical trade off was calculated between the costs and/or investments involved for one 
tank, and the costs and/or investments involved for each container. The goal of this 
calculation was to determine how many containers could be operated instead of building one 
tank. In appendix 11 this trade off is explained in detail. In short an NPV calculation is done 
for the investment of an average tank of 300 DMT. This NPV was then used to determine 
how many containers could be operated during the economical lifetime of a tank. All 
assumptions made for this analysis are explained in appendix 14 as well. The result of this 
calculation is that 8 containers can be operated during a whole year instead of 1 tank. Or in 
volume, 8 * 12.5 DMT = 100 DMT can be stored in containers versus 300 DMT in tanks. The 
100 DMT represents the average required inventories per base grade. 

Concluded from this analysis can be that base grades requiring an average storage capacity 
less or equal than 100 DMT are suitable for storage in containers. 

2 Trucks heat up the container while transporting it. 
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At Dow or at Customer (VMI)? 

When introducing the concept of Vendor Managed Inventory one sees that the position of the 
COOP is placed directly at the customer. Its implications on the supply chain are twofold and 
are summarised in table 8. 

Advanta e 
I . A void capital investment in storage 
facilities 
2. Eliminate impact Loading, Blending and 
Transport on service levels 

Disadvanta e 
I. Increase complexity of inventory 
management 
2. Total volume in safety stocks will increase 

3. Replenishment quantity smaller than 
production lot size 
4. Risk of fillin the chain with inventor 

Table 8, Advantages/Disadvantages Vendor Managed Inventory 

In the current situation disadvantage number 3 leads to the need of storage at Dow hence a 
tank (exception of the products with only one customer). This could however be resolved by 
placing storage in containers. Disadvantage number 4 is actually a consequence of 
disadvantage number one. The increase of complexity might lead to the loss of insight in 
actual inventory positions and thus to the risk of filling the chain with inventory ('we have a 
tank available at the customer, so we better fill it up'). 

The advantages are avoidance of capital investment (no need to build storage tanks). However 
extra costs need to be made to resolve disadvantage number three. 
The elimination of the impact of Loading, Blending and Transportation on the service levels 
is removed and can be 'put' in the safety stocks (variations in these processes will lead to 
variation in replenishment lead time, and thus can be estimated and the respective safety stock 
level can be adjusted). 

From an economic point of view storing products in customer' tanks is by far the best 
alternative. The needed investment is limited to the adjustment of the SAP system and is 
estimated by the supply chain manager on 2,500.- US$. 

Concluded from this research is that although the benefits of introducing VMI are 
considerable, especially from a economic point of view, this opportunity is ignored in further 
research . Because the need for inventory will remain within the internal supply chain of Dow 
(removing a total base grade by means of VMI is not realistic), the only alternative for storage 
tanks remains containers. 

4.2.3 Conclusion 

In this section the impact of storing products in containers is made tangible. 
In section 4.2.1 it was concluded that 5 extra storage facilities are required. In section 4.2.2 it 
was concluded that containers are the best alternative for tanks, with the constraint of an 
average storage capacity of I 00 DMT for each stored product. Together this leads to the 
conclusion of transferring 5 slow-moving products into containers. Since at this point no 
accurate insight is present into the safety stock-levels for each base grade in the new designed 
chain the actual choice of these 5 products is postponed and will be made, in section 4.5. 

4.3 Placement of CODP ~ Blends 

In this section a special case concerning for blends is discussed. 
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4.3.1 Current Situation 

In the current planning process an average of 3 to 5 blends are made to stock. The position of 
the stock point is visualised in figure 30. 

I Current Situation Business X Terneuzen 

~v ,:~l~dWf!;~:r---1~ Loading t----1~ Transport 

CODP 

CODP blends 

Fig. 30, Current Situation CODP - Blends 

V 

In the last 1.5 years an average of 3 blends were kept in stock at the same time. The table 
below summarises the characteristics. 

Blend 
PR 
PS 
PT 
Table 9, Blends 

Volume 1999 DMT 
3,100 
2,500 
7,000 

Reasons for storing three blends is due to the fact that the capacity of the blender is restricted 
and the current volume of blends requested is higher than this capacity. However a rough cut 
capacity check shows the following: 

Max. Available Capacity: 
Planned Available Capacity: 
Produced Blends er Da : 

Table 10, Capacity Check Blender 

12 blends per day 
6 blends per day 
4.4 blends er da 
74% 

Going one step deeper it shows that only 4.1 of the 4.4 order per day are produced during the 
planned production hours (0.3 orders per day are produced in overtime). This means that the 
actual usage during planned hours is 70%. 

The question arising now is: "Why do 3 blends need to be made to stock when there is 
capacity available at the blender?" The following figure shows the factors that have impact on 
the utilisation of the blender capacity: 

Rush orders 

Arrival times 
trucks 

10 

..... ?. ................. ······································ ............ .... . 
. 8 

1·····7 ······················· 
.... 
... Available planned 

capacity 6 blends per day .... ... .__ _________ ~ 
Fig.31, Blend capacity overview 

Utilisation 
during 
planned hours 
=70% 

I. Rush orders: A certain amount of the blend orders require a production lead-time of only 
one-day. This means that this leaves no opportunity for the planner to smooth out 
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deviations in demand (St. Dev. per day is 2 orders). Two options exists for the planner to 
resolve excess in blend orders: 
• Overtime: employees work overtime (up to 6hrs per day) 
• Other blend orders are postponed by one day (if acceptable for customer) and in tum 

lead to (extra) rush orders for the next day. 
2. Arrival times trucks: Varying arrival times of truck lead directly to decrease in 

utilisation of the blend capacity. A blend requires two hours production time and once 
started cannot be interrupted anymore. If a truck arrives later than scheduled the blend 
remains in the blend tank and therefore blocks this capacity. 

In order to see what the total effect of these factors is on the usage of the blender the daily 
output of the blender for the months Jan till May has been analysed. This led to the following 
figure: 

Daily produced blends 

B 0.3 
i 

0.25 ... 
::::, 
u 

0.2 u 
0 - 0.15 0 I ■ Probability of Occurrence I 
>, 0.1 = :c 0.05 0 ... 

C. 0 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 

Daily production 

Fig. 32, Daily production of blends 

Concluded can be: 

• The probability that the required daily output is higher than the planned capacity (6 
blends per day) is 0.17. This means that the needed output exceeds the available by I, 2 or 
3 blend orders. 

• Even though three blends are made to order, maintaining service levels is still a problem. 

4.3.2 New Situation 

Based upon the analysis of the current situation and based upon the research done in section 
4.2 a new situation is defined. This new situation is visualised in figure 33. 

I New Situation 
Business X Terneuzen 

COOP blends 

Fig. 33, New Situation Blends 

----,►•!--◄,-- Customer 

V 
....______,..._v 

COOP blends 

As can be seen in this figure the COOP can be moved either 1 or 2 steps in the chain by 
storing blends in containers. By storing blends in containers rather than in tanks the following 
benefits can be achieved: 
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♦ Reduction of impact of customer driven processes on service levels. By moving inventory 
down the chain the potential impact of customer driven processes as described in chapter 
2 can be reduced. 

♦ Easy conversion to VMI. VMI merely becomes a matter of moving a container to the 
customer. 

♦ Disconnecting production planning of the Blender from arrival the times of trucks. As is 
shown in the previous sub-section the impact of varying arrival times on the blend 
capacity utilisation can be dramatic. By inserting containers in between production and 
demand independence can be created. 

♦ Less impact of rush orders. Since part of the demand is now produced to stock, a rush 
order can more easily be accepted for it does not directly lead to a delay in other 
outstanding orders. 

♦ Freeing up two tanks in which currently MTS-blends are stored (see appendix 13). 

In order to obtain these benefits additional containers need to be inserted between the blend 
operation and the demand. Figure 29 shows the variations of the demand of blends in the 
current situation. The current standard deviation is 1.89 orders and the average is 4.4 orders. 
Assuming now that the demand will increase with 25% to 95% the following average and 
standard situation can be estimated. 

µ/le\V = 1.25µold = 1.25 * 4.4 = 5.7orders 

a 2 = 2 = 2.25 11ew a old 

a/le\V = 1,89 

It is assumed that the increase in demand does not affect the variation. In other words each 
bar in figure 29 is increased by 25%. Assuming a normal distributed division of the future 
demand, a 98% confidence interval is equal to three times the standard deviation resulting in 
5,5 containers. Estimated is that approximately 5 containers are required for storage of blends 
to decouple demand variation from the blend process. 

4.4 CODP based upon Safety Stocks 

In this section the impacts of the changes in the supply chain on the safety stock calculation as 
explained in section 4.1 until 4.3 are quantified. 

4.4.1 Supply Chain Changes 

In section 4.1 two types of indirect demand have been identified (ICSOl & 2). The figure 
underneath shows the current way of controlling these demands. 

Business X Terneuzen 
; Plant or ; 

►:◄ Terminal~ Customer 

CODP CODP 

Blending Loading Transport 

Fig. 34, Impact Inter Company Stock Orders 

Currently the supply chain for Business X Terneuzen ends after transportation of the finished 
product. This implies that no insight is available into the demand patterns and/or production 
strategies happening at the respective plant or site. In this situation this therefore means that 
inter company stock orders are just as unpredictable as direct demand and therefore need to be 
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included into the safety stocks. However since the plants and terminals are part of the X 
business, it is relatively easy to incorporate this information on demand and/or production 
into the supply chain for Temeuzen. For each identified ICSO, therefore the following 
changes are recommended. 

Centralised planning for ICSOl 

By centralising the planning for all storage points of Temeuzen-products, one COOP can be 
removed out of the supply chain. Due to lead-time considerations, it is logical that the COOP 
for these order-types is put as closest to the customer, thus at the delivered plant or terminal. 
Figure 35, visualises this effect. Since these orders only represent a part of the total demand, a 
COOP for the respective base grade remains in Temeuzen. However for the calculation of 
these safety stocks all ICSO I's are taken out. In Temeuzen five base grades exist with such 
indirect demand (see appendix 8). 

Business X Temeuzen ~ Customer 

COOP COOP 

Blending Loading Transport V--+V 
Fig. 35, Centralised Planning 

Four week notice ICS02 

For the second type of indirect demand (ICS02), planning cannot be centralised, for the 
respective plant to which these orders are delivered also produce these base grades. It is 
however already standard procedure that in case of an ICS02, the planner for Temeuzen is 
informed 3 to 4 weeks in advance. These demands can therefore be taken into the production 
plan for the next month with a 100% certainty. It is therefore logical to exclude the impact of 
these orders on the safety stock calculation. 

In underneath table the safety stock reductions are summarised. The calculations are still 
based upon the original model as used in section 2.2. 

OldSS NewSS Delta 
PR 80 9 73 
PI 54 45 9 
PA 225 168 57 
PD 61 59 2 
PF 59 19 40 
PE 88 34 54 
PJ 61 15 46 
PC 118 45 73 
Table 11, Safety Stock Reduction 

4.4.2 Fixed Cycle-grades 

In this section the impact of planning procedure for fixed cycle grades is analysed. As is 
already explained in section 4.1 and in more detail in appendix I 0, those base grades will be 
replenished according to a pre-determined cycle. 
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In section 2, the safety stocks were calculated in order to get insight into the needed inventory 
volume per base grade. Here the same model is maintained (decision rule: A specified 
fraction (P2) of the Demand Satisfied directly from Shelf). 

The following parameters were used for this calculation: 

XL = Average demand per day 
s = Reorder point 
k = Safety factor 
a L = Standard deviation of the demand per day 
Q = Production lot size 
P2 = Service level 

Gu(k) = A special function of the unit normal variable 
ka L = Safety stock level 

For the FC-base grades, the following correction to this original model is made: 

Ori inal 
Average demand per 
day 

Once a week 
NIA 

Once e/o week Once a month 
NIA NIA 

STDEV of demand per 
day 

STDEV of demand per 
week 

STDEV of demand per 
two weeks 

STDEV of demand per 
month 

Production lot size 

Table 12, FC-safety stocks 

Min. production lot 
size 

Two comments need to be made: 

Min. production lot 
size 

Min. production lot 
size 

♦ From week to week the production quantity will vary, however for simplicity the safety 
stocks calculations will be based upon replenishment by the minimum production 
quantity. In appendix 12 the impact of the minimum lot size is quantified. The original 
model was calculated twice, once with the actual lot size and once with the minimum lot 
size. The impact is a three- percent increase in safety stocks and is considered as 
negligible. 

♦ Furthermore in the original model the replenishment lead-time was considered to be 
variable. Since the replenishments cycles are fixed, this assumption is relaxed. 

The results of these calculations can be found in appendix 12. In these calculation the removal 
of ICSO-orders is included. 

4.4.3 Call Off-grades 

For the calculation of the safety stocks for the call off-grades the same model is used as well. 
For these grades the following updates need to be made. 

The replenishment lead-time will still consist of a production time (E(Lp)) and a waiting time 
(E(Lw)). Where in the original model the production time was dependent on the actual 
production lot-size (estimated for each base grade), here the minimum production lot size is 
always used. CO-base grades are replenished with the minimum production quantity by 
definition, thus it is used for the safety stock calculation. The following correction is made: 

E(LP) = Qmin * 16hrs = 0.75days 
Qmin 24hrs 
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No alteration is made for the waiting time-component. Since production orders for CO-base 
grades need not to interrupt the FC-base grades a waiting time may occur. This waiting time 
is assumed to remain 1-4 days. The results of these updates can also be seen in appendix 13. 
Again the removal of !CS-orders is included into these calculations. An overview of the new 
safety stocks for both type of grades is shown in figure 36. 

I- 200 :E 
C 175 
C: 150 
Ill 125 

.ll:: 
(.) 100 
0 - 75 en 
~ 50 
Cl.I - 25 
ta 0 en 

PA PB PC 

Fig. 36, New Safety Stocks 

4.4.4 Forecasting 

PD PE 

Safety Stocks 

PF ffi PH Pl PJ PK PL Ptv'1 PN PO PP PQ 

Base Grade 

I □ Safety Stocks I 

In this section the impact of forecasting is briefly explained. 
Currently forecasts are used to determine the annual balancing of demand and production 
capacity. Next, each month the production plan is updated with the monthly rolling forecasts 
with an horizon of three months. Because currently planners do not use forecasts to base their 
production plan on, in this model the historical demand average per base grade along with its 
variation is used for the safety stocks calculation. However since the forecasts are already 
present in the current organisation and have an accuracy of over 70 %', an opportunity is 
identified to use this information instead of the assumption that the historical demand 
represents future demand. Due to time-constraints the impact of using forecasts is not worked 
out in detail. However if forecasts appear to be a better estimator of future demand than 
historical demand data, more certainty can be brought into the chain, hence the need for 
inventory in the CODP can be reduced. Figure 37 summarises this impact. 

COOP 

~~ Blending 

Fig. 37, Impact of Forecasts Forecasts 

4.5 Supply Chain Overview 

Business X Terneuzen ~ Customer 

Loading Transport V 

In section 4.2 it was determined that 5 extra storage facilities needed to be created. In section 
4.3 it was shown that by placing containers after the blend facility two tanks can be freed up. 
This means that three additional storage facilities need to be created. Furthermore it was 
determined in section 4.2 that containers are the best alternative from a supply chain point of 

3 Estimate provided by the Supply Chain Manager. 
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view. However from a costs point of view a maximum of 8 can be operated to equalise the 
costs involved with one tank. Hence it was made clear that the best alternative of expanding 
the number of inventory-facilities is by placing low-volume products with relatively low need 
for safety stocks, in containers. 

In this section it is now decided which base grades will be stored in what way. Next a check 
will be executed to see whether the available tanks and containers represent enough volume 
for the maximum needed storage at any time. 

The table underneath summarises the storage requirements including the impact of the 
recommended changes as described in this chapter. 

Root-cause: 

• Number of base grades 
• Number of blends (MTS) 

• Scale ups 

• Off specification 

• Loading Containers 

• Resourced products 
Total 
Available 

Number of 
products (X) 
20 

2 

2 

27 
23 

Table 13, Number of available storage tanks too small 

• One storage tank is needed for loading into containers (par 4.2). 
• Two storage tanks can be freed up by enhancing the blend-capacity (PR, PT) (par 4.3). 
• Expected growth for the year 2000 is 3 extra base grades (par 1.2 & 4.1). 
• Current deficit in storage facilities consists of 2 (par 3.1). 
The net extra need for storage facilities is therefore 4 

Looking table 1 1, two products are directly identified for storage in containers: the scale ups 
and one of the two off spec products. Scale ups are incidental and are always equal to the 
minimum lot size (see root-cause analysis in appendix 5), it therefore fulfils the 100 DMT 
constraint. One off-spec product can be sold to customers, it is an occasional produced 
product with a very low demand-rate, hence it is suitable for container-storage (see also 
appendix 5). The two resourced products are shipped by vessel, once a month in high 
quantities (over 250 DMT per shipment). These products would therefore require over 20 
containers each and are from a cost-point-of-view not considered for container-storage, 
although they don not require a safety stock. The one MTS-blend remaining is also a 
resourced product, and is shipped by train to a terminal in Spain. For it needs no safety stocks 
in Terneuzen, this product is most perfect for storing in containers before shipment4

• Finally 
one product remains container storage. The average storage need of this product cannot 
exceed the 100 DMT. Figure 38 represents the average storage need of all base grades along 
with the 100 DMT constraint. 

4 This is actually only work-in-process, the containers merely wait for delivery to Spain. 
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Fig. 38, Maximum Storage Requirements per Tank 

The average inventory in figure 38 consists of the safety stocks plus half of the lot size. From 
a cost perspective the base grade with lowest inventory is chosen for container storage and is 
therefore the product PP. 

Finally a last check is done in order to determine whether the current available volume per 
tank suffices for the storage requirements. The required storage per base grade was therefore 
compared with the available tanks, and is summarised in appendix 14. The figure below 
shows the results. 

Comparison Maimum Required and Available Storage Capacity 
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Fig. 39, Tank Volume vs. Max Storage Need 

The following conclusions are drawn from this analysis. 

>'ti;', 
i 

•' 

1 ~ ■ 
I 

• Available facilities meet the storage requirements for each individual base grade 

■ r 
II 

• The assumption is made that the three new base grades will fit into the two tanks of 154 
DMT and in one tank of 78 DMT. 

• Since the 'fit' is only just, additional containers might need to be reserved in future to 
capture possible growth in demand volume, thus the need for storage. 

l' 

HI 
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5 Economical Justification 

In this chapter all recommended changes are 
economically justified. Three different scenarios are 
reviewed: First an NPV is calculated if tanks are the 
only possibility of investment. Next, the possibility of 
expanding the number of inventory facilities by 
means of containers is quantified. Finally in section 
3 all recommended changes are quantified and an 
overall comparison is made. 

5. 1 NPV - Old Design 

In this section two possible scenarios are analysed. First it is shown what the impact of 
growth in base grades is on the service levels. Next in section 2, an NPV-calculation is 
executed in order to see what the costs are if you expand your storage facilities in the 
'traditional' way. 

In order to execute these analyses a number of additional assumptions need to be made: 
Product variety will keep on growing with three products per year. 
Demand volume is considered to keep on growing, However since the future impact of 
the demand growth is not analysed in this project, it is considered to remain stable and it's 
impact is only considered in the growth of MTS-products (see ass. 1) 
Expanding in tanks is standardised to one type of tank. This is the same one as used for 
the container/tank-trade off as described in appendix 11. 
The time frame for the NPV analyses is 15 years. This is equal to the economic lifetime 
of I tank. Annual savings or costs are assumed to remain stable over this 15 years time 
frame, unless mentioned differently. 
All investments take place in year 0. Since the purpose of calculating the NPV' s is in 
order to compare the different scenario's, forwarding all investments to year 0, will only 
have a minor impact. However since the time-range considered here is up to three years, 
this impact is negligible. 

5.1.1 Situation 1: Expanding by Tanks 

In chapter 4 it has been identified that in order to maintain a service level of 99% currently 4 
extra storage facilities need to become available (section 4.5). In this section an NPV 
calculation is done when expanding in storage facilities is done in the traditional way, by 
means of tanks. Since this project deals with the improvement of service on a short-term time 
frame (1-3 years), two NPV's are calculated: 

NPV(l)1anks: The NPV is calculated based upon the current deficit in storage facilities and 
plus a one-year prognosis. 
NPV(3)1anks: The NPV is calculated based upon the expected growth in need of storage 
facilities for the next three years. 

NPV(l)1anks 

As already mentioned currently an expected deficit for year 1 is to be 4. This number includes 
the required storage tank to load containers. This tank will not be appropriate in this situation. 
Secondly the two tanks that may become available if improving the blend capacity utilisation, 
is not appropriate here either. Total required investments consist of 5. Since the investment in 
I tank is relatively independent of its size (in terms of volume), it is assumed that the NPV as 
calculated in appendix 11 for the 300 DMT-tank, is applicable. Further more it is assumed 
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that all investments take place in year 0. Under the same assumption this leads to the 
following NPV-calculation: 

NPV(l)rank = 5 * NPVrank = 5 * (293,000. -) US$ 
NPV(l)rank = (1,5) MMUS$ 

NPV(3)tanks 

Extrapolating the growth rate of end products, over the next two years 6 more tanks need to 
be build. Officially these investments would take place in year 2 and 3, however as assumed 
these investment will take place in year 0. This will then lead to the following NPV. 

NPV(3)ranks = 11 * NPVrank = 11 * (293,000, -) US$ 
NPV(3)ranks = (3,2) MMUS$ 

5.2 NPV - New Design 

In this section two more NPV' s are calculated. First a separate NPV is calculated for the 
expansion by containers. Then an overall NPV is calculated to justify the other 
recommendation. 

5.2.1 Situation 2: Expanding by Containers 

In section 4.5 it was summarised that a number of products are suitable for storage in 
containers. Table 14 summarises these products and presents the necessary amount of 
containers to store the inventory. 

Product 
I. Off spec 
2. Base grade (1) 
3. Blender 
4. Scale ups 
5. ICSO 

Avera e Number o Containers 
4 
5 
5 
4 
4 

Table 14, Determination of Number of Containers. 

In table 14 the average number of containers needed for storage is shown. For the off specs 
and scale ups it is assumed that an average of half the lot size in storage is required, resulting 
in approximately 4 containers. The only base grade that needs to be stored in containers as 
well (product PP) requires a safety stock of 6 DMT which together with half the lot size sums 
up to approximately 5 containers. For the blender it was already determined in section 4.3 that 
5 containers are required. Finally for the ICS order the required amount of containers is also 
equal to 4 because this product does not require any safety stock. The total required 
investment in containers is 22. 

The cost involved per container is explained in appendix 11. Assuming that all investments 
are done in year zero, the following NPV can be calculated. 

NPV(l)container = (0,8) MMUS$ 

Considering a product growth in year 2 and 3 of three each, 6 MTS-products are added into 
containers. For this calculation it is estimated that 6 containers are needed for each base 
grade. The total required containers then increases to 58, leading to an NPV of 
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NPV(3)container = (2,1) MMUS$ 

Comparing both scenarios it is shown that the expected savings for the investments are 
(0,8) - (1,5) = 0, 7 MMUS$ considering year 1, 
(2, I) - (3,2) = 1, 1 MMUS$ considering year 1 until 3. 

5.2.2 Situation 3: Total Supply Chain Evaluation 

In this section all other benefits are included into the NPV calculation. This includes the 
following benefits for production planning. 

Changing Production Planning 
Reduction of maintenance costs 
Early finishing of the lots 

Tests: 150 (times a year)* 200,- NGL 
People: 150 (times a year)* 2.5 hrs *80,- NGL 

Production set up failures 
Reduction cross-contamination lot tanks 
Reduction cleaning lot tanks 
Total 
Table 15, Benefits Production Planning 

There is also a one-time inventory reduction 
Current average inventory = 
New Target= I(safety stocks+ 1/2 lot size)= 

Reduction= 

Annually 
9,600.- US$ 

14,400.- US$ 
14,400.- US$ (Not included)5 

14,400.- US$ 
Not known 
Not known 
38,400.- US$ 

3,000 DMT (section 1.2) 
1,500 DMT (appendix 13) 

1,S00DMT 

The value of inventory in Dow is 600.- US$ per DMT. 

1,500 DMT * 600.- US$ = 0,9 MMUS$ 

The two benefits were added to the NPC calculation in section 5 .2.1, resulting to the 
following NPV's. 

NPV(l)project = + 266,000.- US$ 
NPV(3)project =(1,1) MMUS$ 

Comparing situation 1 with situation 3 the following savings are estimated. 

+0,27 - ( 1,5) = 1,8 MMUS$ 
(1,1)-(3,2) = 2,1 MMUS$ 

considering year 1, 
considering year 1 until 3. 

The estimated benefits sum up to 1,8 MMUS$ in year l. The main impact on these savings is 
the one time inventory reduction. Until year 3 the estimated savings will by another 0.3 
MMUS$. 

5 This reduction does not directly lead to a cost-saving for Dow. 
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6 Supply Chain Planning Framework 

6. Execute D:sign Task ..... ,.,I?L" .... 
I I 

In this chapter the changes as described in chapter 4 will 
be linked to the current organisation behind the supply 
chain. The purpose of this chapter is to define where the 
current organisation needs to be changed, and how it 
needs to be changed. In section I the current 
organisation is briefly explained along with the 
developed organisational framework. Then in section 3, 
an additional organisational change is identified, in 

order to control service from a senior-management point of view. In section 3, the 
recommended changes in chapter 4 will be summarised, a link is made to the actual new 
decisions that need to be made, and it is finally linked and positioned in the organisation. 
Finally in section 4 a summary of this chapter is presented. 

6. 1 Objective 

In order to implement the recommended improvements, an overall framework of the current 
organisation behind the supply chain is developed. The framework is a conceptual model of 
all the decisions that need to be made from top-strategic level to daily production planning 
(operational level) [VOL 1997]. For each decision the required information-input is clarified, 
as well as the information-output. For each decision, info-input and info-output the links with 
other decisions was made as well. A complete and detailed description of this model is put in 
appendix 15. Here a more conceptual versions of this model is described in brief, in order to 
enhance the understanding of this model. Figure 40, presents an overview of the three 
decision-levels that are identified: Strategic-, Structural- and Operational-level. 

Total Supply Planning Business X 

Plant Operations Planning 

Order Fulfilment 

Fig. 40, Organisational Framework 

The three boxes in this figure represent the three main levels of decisions. The arrows 
represent the information flows between the different decision-levels. In table 16 for each 
box the decision-level, -types and -horizon is determined. In the table also a number of 
examples of decisions are represented. 
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Decision Level 
Decisions 
Horizons 
Decision Types 

Examples of 
Decisions 

Total Supply Planning 
Business X 

Strategic 
I to 10 Years 

Capacity-related 
Inventory-related 
Demand-related 
Supply-related 
Determination of 
Service Levels 
Strategic Resource 
Decisions 
Determination of 
available capacity 
per plant 
Inventory target 
Inventory capacity 
and facility (e.g. 
container or tank) 

Table 16, Explanation of Framework 

Plant Operations Planning Order Fulfilment 

Structural Operational 
I to 12 months < I month 

Capacity-related Capacity-related 
Inventory-related Inventory-related 
Supply-related Production-
Logistics-related related 
Structural Resource Executing daily 
Decisions production plan. 
Establishing balanced Order acceptance 
month production plan (includes the 
Determining transportation definition of 
mode parameters as 
Allocation of MTS Customer lead 
products over available times, Order 
inventory facilities quantities, and all 
Determining the CODP follow up) 
(location of stock in Dow 
Terneuzen, Other Dow 
plant or Customer?) 

The detailed model presented in appendix 15, identifies 13 different boxes, which fall in the 
decision-types as presented in the table. 

6.2 Control of Service 

In this section changes in the organisation are suggested. Since these changes are purely 
related to the organisational aspects of controlling the service, and therefore have no direct 
impact on the supply chain itself, they are left out of chapter 4. 

While mapping the current organisation to the framework, a lack of proper service indicators 
was found. Two indicators are designed, each with a different purpose. First an aggregate 
service indicator is designed to check whether service levels are being maintained from an 
aggregated level (plant level). Next an indicator was designed to provide information about 
out-of-cycle and out-of-stock occurrences in order to continuously improve current processes. 
Both are described underneath: 

Definition of an aggregate service control measurement 

Currently within the business one control parameter exists to indicate delivered service to the 
customers. This is the 15 DOI inventory measurement. Since this measurement is neither 
linked to safety stocks nor to service levels, an alternative parameter is recommended 
here.and is defined as: 

Where: IT 
ss 
EPQ 

IT= f SS +_!._EPQ 
i=l 2 

= Inventory Target 
= Safety Stock per stored product (base grade) 
= Economic Production Quantity 
= Individual base grade 

x = total number of base grades (stored products) 
Unit of measurement= DMT 
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This measure is continuously updated and communicated. 

Continuous Improvement 

Every month a comparison needs to be made between the planned production plan for the FC
base grades and the actual production plan. Next for each base grade the actual inventory
levels need to be checked in order to see whether the safety stocks were maintained. Both 
analysis together will provide the business with powerful information about the consequences 
of interrupting the fixed cycle for the overall service levels. This information can then be used 
to further enhance the production planning system and resolve out-of-stock occurrences. 

6.3 Application 

In this section the developed framework will be used to identify the required changes in the 
current organisation in order to successfully introduce the new concepts. Per recommended 
change, the needed decision-making will be explained along with the required information
input and -output. This will then be linked to the general model as described in section 6.1. 
Each recommended decision will also be linked to the more detailed model as described in 
appendix 15. These descriptions can easily be left unread without loss of overview. 

This section will be split up in 8 sub-sections. Each section will refer to an organisational 
change and is directly linked to the re-designs in chapter 4 and section 6.2. 
In each section the following structure will be maintained: 

I. Explanation of Decision 
2. Information Flows 

Point I will also include the decision-level, -type, -responsibility and -frequency. The 
decision type refers to the place in the overall framework as presented in appendix X. 
Point 2 includes the needed information input and output. The new generated flows will be 
explained in more detail. For the already existing information flows, a reference to the 
respective module in appendix X will be made. 

6.3.1 Monthly Production Plan 

1. Explanation of Decision 

The determination of the new monthly production plan differs from the current method in two 
ways: 
• The month plan is on base grade-level instead of type-level. 
• The month plan also included the division into FC- and CO-base grades. 

The month plan will now be specified down to base grade-level instead of type level. This is 
needed in order to determine the FC- and CO-base grades. After this division is made the 
balancing on type-level can be done (which base grades are produced on which trains?). 

This decision has the following characteristics: 

Characteristic: 
Responsibility 
Decision Level 
Frequency 
Decision Type 

Value: 
Planning Team Leader (PTL) 
2 
Once a month 
Supply 

Table 17, Characteristics Monthly Production Plan 
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Although the end-responsibility for building the monthly production plan lies at the Planning 
Team Leader (in order to maintain consequence over all the plants), it is the planner himself 
who is actually building it and comes with a suggestion to the PTL. 

2. Information Flows 

Underneath table summarises the required information input and output for this decision. It 
also presents whether current info-flows already existed in the organisation. 

In ormation In ut Availabili In ormation Out ut Availabili 
Structural Recource Products Existing FC-base grades New 
Month Plan Base grade Level New CO-base grades New 
Rolling Forecasts Existing Type-balancing Existing 
STDEV er Base rade New 
Table 18, Information Flow Monthly Production Plan 

For the existing information flow refer to the more detailed description in appendix 15. The 
additional information flows will be briefly explained here. 

• Month Plan Base grade Level: A month plan on type-level already exists within the 
organisation. Now the plan will be more defined and dis-aggregated to base grade level. 

• STD EV per Base grade: Analysis based upon standard deviation of demand is totally new 
to the organisation. Excel provides an excellent tool for this analysis and the planner 
needs to be trained in acquiring this info. 

• FC-base grades and CO-base grades: Information output includes the division of base 
grades over these two grades. 

6.3.2 Day-to-day Planning 

1. Explanation of Decision 

Zooming in from month-to-month to day-to-day, a second new decision needs to be taken. 
This decision refers to the confirmation of the suggested production orders by the system. 
Where in the old organisation the planner was actually 'building' a production plan from day
to-day, in this situation this 'building' process is only done once a month (see section 6.3.1 ). 
The planner now merely needs to confirm the plan and perhaps reschedule the suggested CO
orders in case they coincide with the FC-plan. The following decision-characteristics are 
generated. 

Characteristic: 
Responsibility 
Decision Level 
Frequency 
Decision Type 

Value: 
Planner 
3 
Continuously 
Production 

Table 19, Characteristics Monthly Production Plan 
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2. Information Flows 

The required information flows are summarised in table underneath. 

In ormation In ut 
Inventory Status 

Production Status 

Availabili 
Existing 

Existin 

Confirmed Existing 
Production Plan 

Table 20, Information Flows Daily Production Planning 

All information flows remain the same as the existing ones, it is the way the information 
flows are raised that differs which is described in section 4.2. 

6.3.3 Blend Capacity 

1. Explanation of Decision 

In section 4.3 the current utilisation of the blend capacity was analysed. The suggested 
changes concerned the placement of containers to partly de-couple demand for blends from 
the production of blends . A decision was made about the current need of containers. In future 
this decision needs to be reviewed. Two decisions need to be made: 
• Determination of the required capacity of the blender 
• Determination of the required number of containers. 
The first one has already its place in the current organisation, the latter one does not, and will 
be worked out here. 

Characteristic: Value: 
Responsibility Planning Team Leader 
Decision Level I 
Frequency Annually 
Decision Type Inventory 
Table 21, Characteristics Blend Capacity 

Table 21 summarises the characteristics of the decision again. Once a year the team leader 
analyses the blender capacity and determines how many containers need to be placed. 

2. Information Flows 

The required information flows are summarised in table underneath. 

In ormation Ou ut Availabili 
Year Forecasts Blends Existin Number of Containers New 
Table 22, Information Flows Blend Capacity 

In order to balance the blend capacity a year forecast is already made on blend-level (blends). 
This forecast is now also used to determine how many containers need to be inserted. 
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6.3.4 Definition of Service Levels 

1. Explanation of Decision 

Primary input for the determination of the safety stocks is the definition of the pursued service 
level. In this new supply chain design one service level is maintained for all base grades and 
thus customers. This service level needs to be defined by the top management. The following 
characteristics are summarised in table 23. 

Characteristic: 
Responsibility 

Decision Level 
Frequency 
Decision Type 

Value: 
Global Supply Chain 
Director 
I 
Annually 
Supply 

Table 23, Characteristics Service Levels 

2. Information Flows 

The required information flows are summarised in table underneath. 

In ormation In ut 
Marketing/Manufacturing/ 
Sales 

Availabili 
Existing 

Table 24, Information Flows Blend Capacity 

In ormation Out ut 
Definition of Service 

Availabili 
New 

The required information in order to set this parameter comes from the departments Sales, 
Production and Marketing who provide input of what is reasonable (from a manufacturing 
and a supply point of view) and what is desired (from a customer point of view). 
The outgoing information is the value for service. This will then be used as input for the 
safety stock calculations. These safety stocks calculations need to be updated every month in 
case a PC-grade changes into a CO-grade and visa versa. However it is recommended to 
calculate one 'robust' safety stock that will be applicable for both production scenarios and 
therefore only needs to be determined once a year as well. Aggregating these safety stocks per 
plant, the control measure for the top-management can calculated. 

It is mentioned here once again as was already in section 4.1.4 that the re-designed production 
planning system can help enforce differentiated service levels amongst the different A-, B
and C-customers. Due to limited time this phenomenon is not worked out here. However if 
such a system is added to the current system service levels need to set for the different 
customer classes. 

6.3.5 Inventory Allocation 

1. Explanation of Decision 

Once a year after the safety stocks and thus the needed stocks are determined (see par.6.3.4) 
an allocation of the current available tanks and container need to be executed over the 
resourced base grades to Terneuzen. Section 4.5 describes this process in great detail. Then 
the newly desired amount of tanks and containers need to be compared with the available and 
respective expand and/or contract decisions need to be taken. 
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This decision had the following characteristics: 

Characteristic: Value: 
Responsibility Supply Chain Manager 
Decision Level 1 
Frequency Annually 
Decision Type Inventory 
Table 25, Characteristics Inventory Allocation 

2. Information Flows 

The required information flows are summarised in table underneath. 

In ormation In ut Availabili 
Future Safety Stocks Existing 

Table 26, Information Inventory Allocation 

In ormation Ou ut 
Inventory type per base grade 
Needed amount of tanks 
Needed amount of containers 

Availabili 
Present 
New 
New 

Future safety stocks are considered as existing now, for they are present in the new design. 
The information output is concerning the need to acquire extra storage tanks and/or 
containers. It also determines the type of storage facility that is assigned to each base grade. 

6.3.6 Continuous Improvement 

The Continuous Improvement process will provide the business with powerful information 
about the relationship between fixed production planning and delivered service to the 
customers. Opportunities identified during these analysis should be chases and require 
decision-making. Since currently no insight into this decision-making is available it is left out 
here. 

6.4 Summary 

In this section the impacts as described in section 6.3 are summarised. Per function in the 
current the needed decision-making and/or required changes in work are summed up along 
with the frequency of decision-making. 

Global Supply Chain Director 
Definition of Service levels 

Supply Chain Manager 
Determining Safety Stocks 
Inventory Allocation 

Planning Team Leader 
Blend Capacity 
Proposition Safety Stocks 
Proposition Inventory Allocation 
Month Production Plan 
Determination FC-Grades 

Planner 
Proposition FC-Grades 
Day-to-day Planning 

Time Frame 
Annually 

Annually 
Annually 

Annually 
Annually 
Annually 
Monthly 
Monthly 

Monthly 
Continuous 
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7 Conclusions & Recommendations 

7. Evaluation 

The final step of the in figure 6 represented research 
model is the evaluation step. The recommended changes 
cannot be tested against the original problem statement, 
because they are not operational. In this chapter the 
project will be evaluated instead. In section 7.1 the main 
conclusions of the project will be discussed and in 
section 7 .2, recommendation are made. 

7. 1 Conclusions 

Within this project the following statement was the point of focus: "The currently pursued 
inventory- and production strategies do not provide the customer with a 99% service level, 
now or infuture". 

Analysing the concept of service within the current organisation has led to the following 
conclusions. 

• Current inventories provide a service level ranging from 85% until 100% over the 
different base grades. Especially the service level for A-customer is low and 
approximately 86%. 

• Customer driven activities increase service levels up to an average of 95% 
• Rush orders decrease service levels with 2% 

In section 3.3 six research question were formulated, and for each question the main 
conclusion are presented underneath. 

1. What production planning method should be used in order to maintain the service 
levels? 

Part of the total demand supplied from Temeuzen has been identified as stable. This is used 
for the design of the new planning system. Two categories of base grades have been defined 
with an appropriate planning strategy: 

♦ Fixed Cycle Base grades 
♦ Call Off Base grades 

➔ 
➔ 

Fixed Replenishment System 
(s, Q) System 

Six base grades have been identified as suitable for the fixed replenishment system, with a 
total sales volume of 52,000 DMT or 68% of the total sales. 

2. How should inventory be stored (type of facility)? 
Three opportunities have been identified for the growth of storage facilities: tanks, VMI and 
containers. 
A trade off calculation between tanks and containers showed that 8 containers can be operated 
during the lifetime of a tank. VMI is the cheapest way of expanding the storage facilities. It is 
however not realistic to assume that for all customers for a particular base grade VMI can be 
applied. It therefore does not reduce the number of storage facilities in Terneuzen and has 
been left out of the project scope. The following criterion has been established for the 
distribution of base grades over the two available storage facilities. 
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Average Inventory Level< /00 DMT 

Where the average inventory is equal to the safety stock plus the minimum lot size. 

3. Where should inventory be stored in the supply chain? 
The location of the COOP has been discussed for the supply chain for base grades. 
Two positions of the COOP have been identified (see figure 41 ). 

Business X Temeuzen ~ Customer 

COOP COOP 
Tanks Containers ~v~v~v 

Fig. 41, Position CODP Base Grades 

By introducing the concept of container storage the COOP for base grade has been moved one 
step in the chain towards the customer and therefore enabled the control of the loading 
process. 

Blends are make to order products and do not require a COOP. A storage point was added to 
the current supply chain in order to improve the blend utilisation. This is visualised in figure 
42. 

COOPfam 
Tanks ~v Blending 

Fig. 42, Position CODP blends 

Loading 

Business X Temeuzen ~ Customer 

STOCKblend 
Containers ! v~v 

The utilisation of the blend capacity can be improved by 25% by placing 5 additional 
containers. 

4. What should the safety stocks be in order to maintain a 99% service level? 
The safety stocks are calculated based upon the identified planning strategy. Total required 
safety stocks are 602 OMT for the fixed cycle grades and 227 OMT for the call off grades. 
The average inventory level can drop with 50% to 1500 OMT. 

5. What economical benefits can be acquired by introducing the service-level based supply 
chain? 

Total savings of the recommended changes have been quantified. Total required investments 
over the next three years were calculated and compared with the alternative of investing in 
tanks. Total savings were estimated on 2, I MMUS$. 
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6. How should the current supply chain be changed in order to control the service levels? 

Comparing the recommended changes with the current organisation has led to the following 
changes in the organisation. 

Global Supply Chain Director 
Definition of Service levels 

Supply Chain Manager 
Determining Safety Stocks 
Determining Control Parameter 
Inventory Allocation 

Planning Team Leader 
Blend Capacity 
Proposition Safety Stocks 
Proposition Inventory Allocation 
Month Production Plan 
Determination FC-Grades 

Planner 
Proposition FC-Grades 
Day-to-day Planning 

General Conclusions 

Centralisation OFC 

Time Frame 
Annually 

Annually 
Annually 
Annually 

Annually 
Annually 
Annually 
Monthly 
Monthly 

Monthly 
Continuous 

The current centralisation of all order fulfilment activities has positive and negative 
consequences. Although an environment is created for fast and easy problem solving between 
the CSR and the planners, it also allows for increase of problems. All customer requests are 
directly communicated to the planners without questioning the reasonability of the requests 
itself. This leads to a very dynamic and chaotic work environment shifting the focus of 
planners from production planning to production 'solving'. Visa versa the separation of the 
planners from the actual manufacturing sites increases the difficulty of communicating the 
rapid changing production plans. The old and current situations are visualised underneath. 

l l 

Plant X Plant Y 

Planner X Planner Y 

................................................................................................... 
Fig. 43a, OFC Old Situation Fig. 43b, OFC Current Situation 

This project has focussed on removing the need for last minute production orders and the 
rushing of the customer driven activities. However it is recommended that the OFC is made 
aware of the impact of potential rush orders on the supply chain and thereby adapts to a more 
disciplined approach of order fulfilment. 
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Forecasting 
The CSR' s put 20% of their time in the acquisition of forecasts from customers. The accuracy 
of the forecasts is measured once a month and varies around the 70%. Firstly, there is no 
follow up procedure for continuous improvement of forecasts nor feedback on the currently 
achieved forecast accuracy. Secondly it is known that the planners do not use forecasts for 
production planning or acquiring of packed or raw materials. Altogether this leads to 
frustration amongst the CSR' s. 

7.2 Recommendations 

Service is not a feeling, it's a fact! 
The concepts of customer service and service levels are clearly stated ideas of management. 
However the understanding and control of service and service levels by means of safety 
stocks and appropriate production planning strategies has yet to be implemented in the lower 
levels of the organisation. Maintaining safety stocks requires discipline and understanding. 
The OFC needs to be additionally trained on the topic of inventory management and 
production planning. 

Goal alignment between Site Logistics and Business X 
In the current situation the impact of the activities performed by site logistic have a large 
impact on the Supply Chain Service Level. The influence of these activities will be reduced, 
but not taken away. The goal of Site Logistics is to execute all on site logistics while 
remaining within a certain budget. Rush orders from businesses lead to extra costs for Site 
Logistics thereby threatening the achievement of its goal. On short term it is recommended to 
communicate the need for rush orders to Site Logistics to obtain understanding. On long term 
it is recommended that the chain within Dow becomes business aligned by integrating the 
business goals of site logistics with the goals of the businesses. 

Flexibility and Stability 
The direction of this project was focussed on stabilising the supply chain. It was therefore 
chosen to place a safety stock level of 99% at the CODP. It was also shown that the impact of 
customer driven activities can have a large impact on the supply chain service level. The costs 
involved by upgrading the service by such means are not discussed in this project. It is 
recommended that deeper research is executed to better understand the costs involved, 
thereby analysing the possibility of improving service by creating a more flexible supply 
chain rather than a more stable supply chain. 

Simulation 
The redesigned production planning system is based upon analysis of historical demand data. 
In order to confirm the results a dynamic simulation model can be built. This model can be 
used to quantify the impacts of a stabilised production system on the overall supply chain. 
Secondly the model can be used to better understand the impact of all customer driven 
activities on the service levels. In other words it can be used to redefine the service levels that 
the CODP has to maintain knowing that the customer driven activities potentially can increase 
the customer perceived service levels. 

Forecasting 
The current production planning is based upon the experience of planners. In this project 
historical demand data was used as forecasts for future demand. Forecasts are made by the 
CSR's and have an accuracy of approximately 70%. It is recommended to evaluate both types 
of forecasting and to select the best estimator. Criteria such as required resources and money 
need to be included in the selection criteria. 
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Update tables SAP 
The new planning system requires an update of the current SAP system. The suggested 
division between Call Off Grades and Fixed Cycle Grades is currently not present in the SAP 
system. The current software has to be modified in order to successfully introduce the new 
planning concept. 

Usage information off line 
The present information systems generate a tremendous amount of information. On line this 
information is processed and used for the daily control of the OFC-processes. Little of this 
information is used for the evaluation of processes from month to month or year to year. 
Recommended is that the OFC and its organisation become aware of the usefulness and 
application of the available information. Additionally, the OFC needs to be trained on the 
usage of practical data analysis tools such as excel and access. 
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